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1. INTRODUCTION

A. TEXTILE INDUSTRY

1. Textile Industry in Europe

The textile and clothing industry is one of the most globalized industries in the

world. It is an employment generator that has become essential for many countries

and represents 6% of world production and 14% of world employment in

manufacturing industries.

According to figures provided by EURATEX, the textile and clothing industry

represents the largest industrial sector in the European Union, as it employs 2.1

million workers in about 114,000 companies. Its sales amount to 180 billion Euros

and export about 34 billion Euros.

The textile trade evolution in 1999 was characterised by a sustained growth of

imports and by a slight decrease of exports. The successive decrease of the EU

trade balance deficit with respect to the rest of the world, since 1997, shows the

increasingly limited yet persistent impact of the financial crisis suffered by Russia,

Japan and most of Southeast Asian countries. The Asian crisis certainly hit the

1999 evolution deeply with a decrease of export values with Asian destinations and

an increase of imports coming from such countries.

The evolution of EU trade with non-EC countries was characterised by a decrease

of textile product exports (-1.2% in 1999 opposed to +3% in 1998 and +10% in

1997).

Among the countries registering a positive growth of textile exports, only Denmark,

Ireland, The Netherlands, and Portugal showed rates of over 7%. Other member

states (Spain, France, United Kingdom and Sweden) reached growth rates

between 1% and 5%.
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For the first time since 1996, Germany suffered a decrease in its textile exports

and Italy, the second exporting country in the EU following Germany, recorded a

decrease of 3%. Austria, Belgium, Finland and Greece also suffered decreases.

With respect to imports, they registered a decrease: -2.1% in 1999. As a

consequence of this evolution, results of EU textile imports in 1999 were calculated

at 16 billion Euros.

The three main importers of textile products in the EU (Germany, Italy and the

United Kingdom), as well as Belgium, Ireland, Finland and Portugal underwent a

drop in imports with respect to 1998 (ranging between 1% for Germany and 16%

for Belgium).

Source: EURATEX

EU Exports by Sectors (1999)
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Clothing in the European Union

The clothing sector in the EU employs over 1.4 million people distributed within

85,300 companies. 80% of this sector is concentrated in Italy, United Kingdom,

Germany, France, and Spain.

Exports, with a decline of –2.3% in their value, went from 13.2 billion Euros in 1998

to 12.9 billion Euros in 1999.

In regards to imports, they underwent an increase of 9% with respect to 1998,

reaching 42 billion Euros.

The EU internal market is very important for most small and medium companies. In

1999 intra-communitary trade represented 70% of their exports.

The advantage the European clothing industry has with respect to its competition is

a result of a constant process of restructuring and modernisation. Despite the

enormous cost differences in work force, the EU industry remains competitive

thanks to higher productivity and to other strengths such as innovation,

development of new products, quality, creativity, design, and fashion, which have

allowed the EU to become a key player in world markets. In order to maintain this

position, it is necessary that the ready-made clothing industry, and in general the

textile industry, join up with and adapt to new technologies.

If we take a look to the following table, we observe that Italy is the country with the

largest number of companies and employees. Spain is located in an average

position in regards to number of companies, but if we refer to number of employees

and sales volume such differences lessen.
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EEC Companies
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Companies Employment
Sales

(mpts)

Imports

(mpts)

Exports

(mpts)

Germany 11,495 111,307 2,097,000 1,656,750 589,700

Belgium 1,235 22,148 346,300 327,730 201,585

Netherlands 190 7,183 110,780 402,200 213,470

France 6,697 139,035 1,705,600 626,300 421,400

Italy 18,956 222,751 3,088,300 322,200 871,160

United Kingdom 7,604 168,757 1,184,000 518,550 288,000

Ireland 198 8,326 47,550 52,615 23,000

Denmark 445 8,854 99,370 102,060 61,810

Greece 1,034 28,015 146,910 40,250 63,550

Portugal 7,595 121,147 481,300 42,800 187,480

Spain 4,700 133,483 1,068,000 182,930 54,200

Total EEC 60,149 971,002 10,375,110 4,274,385 2,975,355

Source: FEDECON
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2. Textile Industry in Spain

2.1 Introduction and Sector Balance

The textile sector holds a relevant position within the Spanish industrial structure,

as it employs directly 275,000 people (10% of industrial employment). Contribution

to Gross National Product is one billion pesetas (5% of the total).

The majority of the companies in the textile sector are small and medium sized

companies (SMC), as this type of company has a greater flexibility to adapt to

evolutions, which is especially relevant due to the phenomenon of fashion.

The foreign trade balance of the textile and clothing sector during 1999 was

marked by the following results:

� Moderate growth of exports  (+6%) due to the world crisis.

� Pressure of final product imports (+17%).

Sector exports were strongly affected by the reduction of textile and clothing

production all over Europe, the lethargic state of final consumption in countries

such as Germany and Italy, and the decline of demand in other countries. Due to

this, during the first half of the year the export growth was negative as it fell down

below the previous year’s levels. However, in the second half of the year there was

a recovery that allowed 1999 to close with an increase of 5.8%.

Evolution by products was very diverse:

� Exports of fabrics (natural and chemical) were reduced by 7% in their value,

basically due to lower world demand and to the decline of average prices.

� The decline of European demand caused a limited growth of yarns and fabrics

(3% opposed to 11% in 1998).

� The highest increases of exports were in finished garments (knitting and

clothing) with 16%. This figure reflects the foreign expansion of companies with

their own distribution networks.
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Overall imports grew 7.8%, reaching 1.09 billion. Several textile products followed

an evolution very similar to that of exports:

� Material purchases diminished 11% in value as a consequence of the lower

spinning activity, the abundant offer of Spanish cotton, and the general fall of

fibre prices.

� Yarns and fabrics reduced their imports 0.5% due to the decline of internal

production and the lower external pressure caused by the market recovery of

bidding countries.

� Opposed to these facts, imports of clothing underwent a strong increase

(+18%). This figure reflects the good working of internal market.

The balance of trade declined by 36,210 million pesetas (+14%), whereas the

hedge rate (% Exp./Imp.) reached 72.9%, showing a decrease of 1.4% with

respect to the previous year.

According to products, the trade balance improved in materials and textile

manufactures; whereas the deficit of final product manufactures underwent a

significant increase (+24%) and represented 83% of the overall deficit, opposed

76% of the previous year.

2.2 Foreign Trade

Joining the European Union in 1986 represented the full incorporation of Spanish

companies in the world market of textile and clothing goods. Companies have

taken advantage of this fact and they have constantly increased their presence in

foreign markets. Likewise, in 1999 total exports went over 792,000 million pesetas

(30% of production).

The Spanish textile and clothing sector offers a wide range of products fulfilling the

conditions required by the international market regarding quality, design, price, and

service. Two-thirds of Spanish exports are aimed at the European Union, although
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sales in North America, Maghreb countries, Middle East, and Latin America are

also notable.

2.3 2000 Balance

According to the figures provided by the Cityc, the textile and clothing sector has

benefited during 2000 from a recovery of foreign demand and maintenance of good

results in the internal market, although some signs of exhaustion have started to

appear with respect to such an important variable. Generally, production has

increased 3% in real terms and, as a result of this, the decrease of the previous

year has been made up for. The improvement of world textile demand and the

weakness of Euro are factors explaining such a recovery.

Exports have grown 10% in value with an overall increase in all types of products.

The improvement in the European market, the surmounting of the Far Eastern

crisis, the South America crisis, and the high $ quotation, are factors that have

encouraged exports, which have likewise recovered their growth rate.

In regards to global imports, they have increased 17%, once again purchases of

clothing garments being the one that has undergone a higher increase (+22%), a

reflection on the well-functioning Spanish market.

The increase of raw material imports is also notable, caused by higher foreign

acquisitions and also by a strong price increase, as a consequence of the upward

trend of international markets of natural and chemical fibres, encouraged by dollar

strength, which is the reference currency in such markets.

The trade deficit has suffered a new decrease, reaching 400,000 million pesetas,

out of which 80% corresponded to final use goods. Companies are very concerned

about strong price increases: materials, energy, etc., as they are unable to include

the increases completely in their sale prices because of strong competition existing

in the market prevents companies from doing so. This fact may cause a reduction

in profitability of companies for the medium term.
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There is also a concern about the inflationary rise and interest rates that may

represent a slow-down of consumption of textile and clothing goods, as they would

be placed on a secondary position among consumer purchase preferences.

� Evolution of textile/clothing sector (Million Pesetas):

1999 2000 % Variation

Employment (000) 275.7 278.2 +0.9

Production 2,360 2,467.3 +4.5

Imports 1,090.6 1,281.7 +17.5

Exports 795 877.6 +10.4

Trade Balance -295.6 -404.1 -

Source: Cityc

� Evolution of textile/clothing sector:

1998 1999 2000 2001*

Production +2.1 -3.0 +2.5 +1.2

Prices +1.4 = +1.5 +1.0

Exports +12.8 +5.8 +13.0 +14.0

Imports +9.1 +7.9 +14.0 +12.0

Balance (in million pts.) -259 -295 -349 -373

Employment +0.8 = +0.9 =

Investments +13.0 -8.0 +5.0 =

*Estimates Source: Cityc

� Exports (Million Pesetas):

1998 1999 2000 % Variation

Raw materials 41,233 38,486 44,040 +14

Textile Manufactures 426,056 439,352 466,780 +6

Knitting and Clothing 284,436 317,213 366,820 +16

TOTAL 751,725 795,051 877,640 +10

Source: Cityc
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� Imports (Million Pesetas):

1998 1999 2000 % Variation

Raw materials 75,561 67,059 77,575 +16

Textile Manufactures 453,504 460,489 518,635 +13

Knitting and Clothing 481,979 563,032 685,505 +22

TOTAL 1,011,044 1,090,580 1,281,715 +17

Source: Cityc

2.4 Spanish Policy Regarding Textile Industry

The Ministry of Industry has launched a support plan for the textile industry which

includes credits and grants amounting to 22,500 million pesetas during the period

2000-2005.

According to declarations by Joan Canals, president of the Spanish Intertextile

Council, the sector demands of the government to control inflation “since it may

cause loss of employment and create difficulties for the companies that want to be

competitive and to internationalise, undermining the efforts made within the last

five years”. Likewise, management continues to ask for the reduction of their

contribution to the social security system for manufacturing companies, which

represent 10 percent of Spanish industrial employment.

Likewise, the sector calls for the development of the Textile Observatory in order to

promote training among employers and employees and improve competitiveness,

so that a higher level of quality is achieved, along with an enhanced creativity and

an added value that contribute to higher employment stability and higher flexibility.

Respect for the rules of the game of international trade and the opening up of other

countries’ markets constitutes another demand in front of dumping practices, sale

of products at prices below cost, and falsification of certificates of origin.
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The sector opposes the intention of some countries, those that have closed

markets and practice dumping, of accelerating the dismantling of the multifibre

agreements foreseen for the year 2005.

2.5 Distribution of the Textile and Clothing Sector by Autonomous

Communities

Autonomous

Community

Production Value

(000 millions)

Amount of

Companies

Andalusia 139.2 760

Aragon 45.8 410

Asturias 10.2 55

Balearic Islands 7.5 40

Canary Islands 3.1 60

Cantabria 10.5 25

Castille and La Mancha 143.9 750

Castille and León 71.9 330

Catalonia 1,024.2 2,500

Comunidad Valenciana 366.2 1,700

Extremadura 21.7 110

Galicia 125.6 720

Madrid 184.8 520

Murcia 33.5 120

Navarra 20.4 65

Basque Country 26.1 100

La Rioja 24.3 75

TOTAL SPAIN 2,248.9 8,340

Source: FEDECON
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B. ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

Electronic commerce, according to the involved agents, can adopt four essential

forms:

- Business To Business (B2B)

An example of this formula would be a company that uses the Internet to put in

orders to suppliers, to receive charges, and to settle payments.

- Business To Consumer (B2C)

Such a formula is usually matched by electronic sale. It has expanded since the

arrival of the World Wide Web. At present, there are already many types of

shopping centres offering all kind of consumer goods through the Internet, from

computers to wines, vehicles, materials, clothes, books, etc.

- Business-Governmental Agencies

This formula covers all kinds of transactions between companies and

governmental organisations. By means of this procedure, municipalities have

already begun to offer transaction reductions with certain taxes and payments of

corporate taxes.

- Consumer-Governmental Agencies

This appears to be the category facing the most difficulties in its development.

However, with the growth of the previous forms, municipalities will be able to

enlarge electronic interactions into areas such as payment of rents, assessments,

or tax returns.

1. Electronic Commerce in Europe

B2B -Business To Business- a business model that started in the early months of

last year, is beginning to hold an increasingly significant role on the Internet and it

is expected that business between companies on the Internet will grow 230%

within the next two years.

This all began when a group of companies started to do business with their

suppliers through the Internet, creating at the same time portals at which
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purchasing and selling companies of all types of products could find one another,

arriving at more reduced costs.

At present there are about 550,000 companies in the world doing business on the

Internet and the style of doing it varies from one country to another. In the United

States commerce aimed at consumers is more predominant, what we call B2C;

however in Europe, B2B plays a more significant role. Whereas most B2C

businesses are often small-sized, sites aimed at companies are usually large ones.

Furthermore, there are an increasing number of electronic commerce sites and a

decreasing number of information sites, making the Internet a place for commercial

transaction. Nearly two third parts of new sites are designed to be able to accept

product orders and give on-line services.

In Europe, e-commerce directly aimed at consumers is still very limited (in 1999 it

represented 0.12% of total consumption). In 2005 it is estimated to reach a level of

7%, which would imply 174,000 million Euros in sales volume.

Growth estimates for this segment are characterised by diversity. For instance,

Forrester Research points out B2B in Europe will reach, in 2004, over 746,000

million dollars, whereas AMR Research considers that in the same year it may

reach 5.7 billion dollars. In any case all of them agree that sector growth will be

overwhelming.

At present, the United States is the top country in the total activity of electronic

commerce between companies. It is estimated that such activity will get more and

more widely distributed among different countries within the coming years.
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2. Electronic Commerce in Spain

2.1 Electronic Commerce Business To Business (B2B)

A CommerceNet/Nielsen study states that B2B moved in Spain, in 1999, a total

amount of 3,460 million pesetas. The vast majority of this figure, 3,400 million

pesetas, corresponds to transactions between companies with EDI technology,

whereas sales between companies, uniquely through the Internet, would have

reached 60,000 million pesetas.

B2B is one of the sectors with strongest future prospects within electronic

commerce. According to the mentioned study, out of the total sale volume of all

transactions made in 1999 through the Internet, 75% corresponded to B2B,

whereas the remaining 25% came from B2C.

Spain is one of the European Union countries where electronic commerce is

expected to have spectacular growth. A study made by Compaq Computer

estimates that such activity will move 103 million dollars in 2001, a fact that will

allow companies to save between 3% and 15% of their indirect costs.

This remarkable development, however, does not place us at a very high position.

According to Forrester Research, Spain will only represent 3.1% of European sales

in 2005. Likewise, Spain will be positioned third-from-the-bottom within the

European Union, the average of which on-line sales will be 6.6%.

In November 1998, when electronic commerce began to develop in Spain, the

Spanish Electronic Commerce Association (AECE) forwarded the conclusions of its

first study on electronic commerce used by Spanish companies. The study deals

with the following subjects:

•  Goals of companies on the Internet

•  Incentives to development of electronic commerce
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•  Barriers to development of electronic commerce

•  Electronic commerce sectors

•  Evolution of electronic commerce

•  Payment systems

•  Revenues coming from Internet sales

•  Size of companies with sales on the Internet

According to the results, the main goal of companies operating on the Internet is

advertising. Only one-third of total responses point out sales as a current goal,

although most companies already operating on the Internet announced that they

will begin to sell their products on-line within one year’s time.

Source: AECE

According to the study, the Spanish market follows international trends with respect

to size of the most active companies on the Internet and to the most sold products.

By sectors, industries operating electronic commerce are: motor/vehicle, media,

publishing and finance.
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Source: AECE

Out of the sample of companies already with sales on the Internet, nearly half of

them have just recently started (less than a year ago). Most of them state gaining

less than 10% of their income through the Internet and only 10% of the companies

state higher incomes (the rest, that is to say 40% of interviewed companies,

provided no answer to that question).

Source: AECE
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Payment systems that are most used by such companies are credit cards (61%)

and bank transfer (49%), followed by payment upon receipt (40%).

Source: AECE

In regards to barriers to development of electronic commerce, most companies

note consumer habits, lack of suitability of the product for the Internet as a new

distribution circuit, and the lack of education and business-tradition in this new

medium. Other factors such as network speed, logistics, and dealing problems…

are hardly mentioned, since they are factors to be considered when electronic

commerce is developed, not before.

2.2 Electronic Commerce Business To Consumer (B2C)

The launching of electronic commerce has arrived in Spain at the same time as a

significant growth of users, product offers, and as the submission to the Internet by

an increasing number of traditional distributors.

According to a study by Forrester Research, 1999 B2C sales volume in Spain was

33 million Euros and it estimates an average annual growth of 133% during the

next five years.
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Nevertheless, this study reveals significant figures. 80% of European companies

are not aware of the fact whether a visitor is new or is a repeat visitor (that is to

say, there is no basic personalisation at all), 70% do not know either who, when,

and why a visitor leaves a shopping trolley in the middle of a transaction, and 58%

do not know the revenues generated by each client through the Internet in a

particular month.

The profile of Spanish on-line consumers is quite similar to the profile of an

average Internet user: an urban middle-class or upper class man with a high

education level and who has been connected to the Internet for about two years. A

high percentage of these electronic customers (98.5%) claim to be very satisfied

with their purchases.

The best-sold products on the Internet are books (35.2%), music (35.1%),

electronics (31.3%), travel (29.1%), show tickets (26.3%), and hardware devices

(22.8%). Buyers consider comfortable use as the greatest advantage of buying on

the Internet (49.7%). 23.4% look for fast service, whereas 8.4% value the

opportunity of comparative shopping.

According to a Jupiter MMXI report, within a three-year term, PCs will continue

being the main device for accessing the network and will generate 87% of

commercial and purchase revenues. On the contrary, commerce through cellular

telephones will generate only 2% of total revenues, and interactive TV will produce

the remaining 11%.

Optimists, however, consider that electronic commerce through cellular devices

and mobile services are the key applications for an increasingly mobile Internet,

apart from the strong growth of cellular telephone technologies among users and

the productivity increase that these technologies have provided companies.
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In 1998, the Association for Media Research (AIMC) in co-operation with Arroba

Systems carried out its third poll on the use of the Internet in Spain. Between 8th

April and 31st May 1998 over 32,000 responses to a questionnaire published on the

Internet were collected, three times the number of responses of the previous study

carried out in 1996. According to most recent figures from the AIMC, in

October/November 1998 8.7 million Spaniards used a computer: 6.3 used it often

and 2.4 million had access to the Internet, out of which 1.7 had connected to the

Internet within last month.

The following diagram shows the percentage of distribution of products or services

mentioned by people interviewed who declared having bought through the web.

Results are very similar in both cases

Source: AIMC
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Another interesting response from the questionnaire refers to the degree of safety

that the interviewed people grant to different traditional and electronic transactions.

Results reveal a significant lack of confidence when sending a credit card number

through the Internet and even by telephone or fax; whereas the degree of

confidence is much higher when handing in a credit card to pay in a restaurant.

Nevertheless, it seems to be clear that B2C will continue growing in markets, since

key agents of the new economy are clearly betting on it. We find such an example

in the businesses led by portals like Terra and Lycos, shops like Bol.com and

Submarino.com, and banks like Uno-e or La Caixa, which have joined together to

launch a campaign promoting electronic commerce in Spain. Such a campaign

aims to encourage Internet users to buy through the network.
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2. ANALYSIS OF TEXTILE SECTOR VALUE CHAIN AND IMPACT

OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

A. TEXTILE SECTOR VALUE CHAIN

The textile sector is the third largest industry in employment volume within the

European Union and the second largest in Spain. It is a basic and characteristic

activity sector and, as with the whole of the manufacturing industry, undergoing a

continuous evolution within the global economy.
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Textile and clothing activities present different subdivisions, each with its own

traits. The length of the textile process and the variety of its technical processes

lead to the coexistence within the textile and clothing sector of different sub-sectors

in regards to their business structure and integration.
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1. Definition

1.1 Fibre

Definition

Raw materials used in the textile industry are fibres. In order for a material to be

considered as a textile fibre, it must present the following traits:

- It must be resistant

- It must be elastic

- It must be longer than its diameter

- It must be able to be transformed into thread and eventually into a fabric

Depending on its origin, textile fibre can be divided into two types: natural and

chemical.

Natural fibre is that obtained from nature and it can have vegetal, animal or mineral

origin.

Chemical fibre is a man-made fIbre obtained through the chemical industry. It can

be artificial or synthetic.

Current situation

According to a report that Expofil ordered for the French Institute of Fashion, the

spinning sector comprise within the European Union a total of 1,850 companies

with 140,000 workers and a turnover of 20 milliard Euros per year, a third of which

is from exports. Consumption (production+imports-exports) is about 4,700,000 tons

per year, with an approximate value of 24 milliard Euros.

According to some estimates, in 1998 the total production went up to 3,595,000

tons, which meant an increase of 0.1% compared to 1997 and can be described as

follows:
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- Volume and value production

Fibre

Production

(thousands

of tons)

% Total
Production

(mill. Euros)
% Total

Cotton 853 24% 3,451 17%

Synthetic fibre 661 18% 3,206 16%

Artificial fibre 131 3% 675 3%

Carded wool 244 7% 2,542 12%

Combed wool 217 6% 2,984 15%

Continuous synthetic yarns 1,289 36% 4,654 22%

Continuous artificial yarns 153 4% 2,601 13%

Linen 24 1% 221 1%

Hand knitting yarns 23 1% 280 1%

Source: Pinker Moda

According to Cityc, wool consumption in Spain went through an important decrease

in the period 1997/1998. In the first half of 1999 it seemed to be getting over the

crisis: wool purchases in origin have increased, but there are some doubts about

the final evolution of consumption: that can still be described as unstable. Prices

have stayed stable, except for the finest wool and the fine hair wool (like alpaca

wool and cashmere), which have risen substantially. Imports went down from

17,236 tons in 1997 to only 11,409 in 1998; and exports went down from 12,073 to

7,538 in the same years.

As far as cotton is concerned, Spanish production in the last three years has

arrived to record quantities with over 110,000 tons of available fibre per year,

prompting a reduction of imports and an increase of exports. Whereas imports

amounted to 72,707 tons in 1997, in 1998 they only reached 53,260. Exports have

maintained a stability between 46 and 47,000 tons per year. At the beginning of
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this year, prices dropped, becoming the lowest in the last six years, which reflects

the current excess in supply.

The chemical fibre sector is recovering from the effects of the Asian crisis, which

led to a decrease in the production capacities and especially in public prices.

Companies involved -with a total number of 6,000 employees- made 142,000

million pesetas in 1998, half of which belonged to exports.

1.2  Spinning

Definition

In order to obtain a thread, there are several processes to go through:

- Cleaning and opening

This consists of eliminating impurities from fibre and separating its bundle.

- Carding

Fibres need to be cleaned out, ordered, and placed parallel to one another.

- Stretching and folding

A ribbon is obtained from several in order to regularise the fibre mass.

- Combing

This process improves the thread quality, eliminating the short fibre units.

- Previous spinning

This consists of refining the ribbons, reducing their diameter and in slightly twisting

them. This ribbon is called a bundle from this point on. The bundle is finer and

more resistant.

- Final spinning

The bundle is refined up until the length of the final thread diameter is reached, and

then it is twisted further in order to provide it with the suitable resistance.

- Finishing and folding

This process comprises the union of different threads, first twisting them around

and then rolling them onto a bobbin.
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Current Situation

In 1999, the thread industry experienced the impact of the international crisis that

affected Europe, but still its exports increased 10.6% compared to 1998, going

from 179,900 to 198,000 tons. This contributed to an improved trade balance in

this sector with imports growing within the EU.

Nowadays, the Spanish spinning industry exports 52.7% of its production. In 1990

it was only 17.6%. Around 70% of the sales are concentrated in the EU. However,

the importance of other markets, such as North America, Mercosur, Southeast

Asia, and Japan, should also be pointed out.

Quality has undergone an improvement in this period (1990/1999) and the added

value of the Spanish spinning industry has gone up with an increase of 27% in the

price per Kg, which has gone from 2.87 to 3.64. Simultaneously, the price of

imports has dropped.

Exports are expected to grow this year due to the gradual introduction of new

technologies, diversification towards added value products, logistic improvements,

internationalisation of companies, EU recovery capacity, the surmounting of the

Eastern and Latin America crisis, and the good prospects for the Euro with respect

to the dollar.
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Source: EURATEX

1.3  Fabrics

Definition

Fabric is a variably resistant sheet, which is elastic and flexible, that is obtained

through the conjunction and knitting of two different sets of threads: one

longitudinal and the other transversal.

Sometimes it can be formed by a single thread that knits together vertically forming

a weft fabric. Such a type is called crochet.

Other fabrics are formed by two sets of threads that knit together forming a vertical

oriented net. Such a type of fabric is known as warp fabric. Examples: some types

of laces.

The woven fabric is formed by two sets of threads that knit together

perpendicularly. The longitudinal set is called warp and the transversal set of

threads are known as wefts.

EU Exports to Third Countries (1999)

United Kingdom
7%

Belgium
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Spain
10%

France
12%

Germany
20%

Italy
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Current Situation

According to Cityc figures, the Spanish fabric production (woven fabric and knitting)

amounts to 470,000 million pesetas per year.

In 1999, the sector was stalled due to the limited growth of the European market

and the increase of imports coming from emergent countries. Exports have not

risen. They had tripled between 1990 and 1998, going from 60,712 million pesetas

to 230,000.

Imports, however, have increased 9% with an average price reduction of 10%,

which has been especially significant in both the continuous and discontinuous

chemical fibre fabrics.

Despite this, sector trade balance continues to favour Spain with a surplus of

15,000 million pesetas.

- Our main clients are:

Country % out the total

France 14.3%

Portugal 12.1%

Morocco 11.5%

Germany 10%

Great Britain 9.1%

Italy 8%

Tunisia 2.7%

Netherlands 2.7%

Greece 2.5%

U.S.A. 2.5%

Source: Pinker Moda

The EU generates 63.3% of all imports and 23.8% is taken from Far Eastern

countries.
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1.4 Textile ennobling (dyeing, printing, finishing)

Definition

This is usually the last process before clothing and it includes dyeing, printing and

finishing. The finishing refers to the group of chemical and mechanical treatments

used with the purpose of giving these products some particular properties that

provide them with the expected qualities (bleaching, dyes, preparation, printings...).

The fabric cleaning is done during this part of the process, as well as the

improvement of its feel, of the dimensional stability, and the consistency that finally

contributes to increase the added value of the product. There are several phases:

1. Preparation:

- De-sizing

Glue applied to the warp before going through the loom is removed.

- Washing

Removal of sediments such as grease, sweat or dust accumulated in the natural

fibre or dirtiness in chemical fibre.

- Mercerising

Provides cotton with a better resistance, brightness, and a larger capacity to

absorb water and chemical products

- Bleaching.

Final removal of impurities in the fibre aimed at bringing its natural colour back.

2. Dyeing

Process used to dye fabrics either through dyes or printings. Its quality depends on

the solidity of the products used.

- Dyes

Textile materials can be fully coloured at any stage of the manufacturing process:

fibres, ribbons, skein, thread bobbins, fabrics and clothing. Dyes are applied

through a bath in which the chemical products and colorants needed for this

process have been dissolved. When the fabric contacts with the dye, the colorant

is absorbed and is fixed on it.
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- Printing

The purpose of printing is to obtain partially coloured fabrics that follow a particular

pattern. This colour print is prepared by adding different sorts of dyes to water,

together with some chemical products and a thickening agent that stops the paste

from spilling arbitrarily over the surface of the fabrics.

3. Types of finishing

These provide the fabric with some traits it lacks, eliminating some defects or

giving it a better feel and appearance.

- Chemical finishing

These are processes that provide the fabric with some specific traits by means of

the application of chemical products.

- Mechanical finishing

These are processes that provide the fabric with some specific traits by means of

the application of physical or mechanical treatments.

Current Situation

The organisers of Fimetex (International Fair of Machinery for the Textile

Ennobling) have published some statistics about the foreign trade of textile

finishing machinery, which is reflected in the following tables (in thousands of

pesetas). The exports are very diversified; whereas the imports are mainly of EU

origin.
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- Spanish exports

Area 1997 1998
Jan-Jun

      1999

Western Europe 3,946,506 3,690,842 1,955,126

South America 3,271,839 3,576,705 1,316,059

U.S.A.  & Canada 1,025,833 1,225,935 674,122

Africa 839,818 729,829 364,538

Eastern Europe 1,802,620 111,003 140,309

Asia 2,874,874 637,140 162,954

Australasia 69,793 46,259 39,168

On-going 278 795 0

Total 13,839,854 10,018,508 4,652,276

Source: Pinker Moda

-   Spanish imports:

Area 1997 1998 Jan-Jun 1999

Western Europe 6,794,346 6,555,919 2,638,531

Asia 257,234 230,233 24,244

U.S.A. & Canada 1,538,722 1,516,452 720,024

Eastern Europe 131,476 11,052 116,516

South America 25,985 12,196 -

Africa 10,260 86,004 26,134

Australasia 11 - -

Total 8,758,034 8,411,856 3,525,440

Source: Pinker Moda
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1.5 Clothing

Definition

In the clothing process, which usually has a serial number and has its own

differentiated traits, the fabric is transformed into a piece of ready-made cloth or

knitwear for its use or commercialisation. It comprises activities such as cutting and

sewing of different pieces of woven fabric, knit or leather. Once the final product is

finished it is ironed and packed for later distribution.

Current Situation

The Spanish clothing sector directly employs 150,000 people and another 200,000

indirectly. The value of its annual production amounts about 1 billion pesetas, half

of which is added value. The sector represents 3% of the Spanish Industrial

Product and 5% of industrial employment.

Almost 80% of the 4,500 existing companies have less than 25 workers and only

2% employ over 100. The small dimensions of these businesses can be explained

by the following:

1. It is relatively easy to set up a company like this due to the fact that the initial

investment needed is lower than in other sectors.

2. The lack of production scale of economies, especially when it comes to

tailoring, which continues to be manual in most cases.

3. The decentralisation of the business organisation (externalised production).

The percentage of externalised production (in or out of Spain) represents 50% of

production. Although this sort of production has led to a reduction of both costs and

risks and has brought more flexibility to companies, it can also be negative in terms

of quality of the products and services.
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Traditionally, the clothing sector has focused on the main consumption centres, like

Barcelona, Madrid and Valencia. Since the 1970’s, this sector has started trying to

find some alternative lower cost centres. Therefore, there has been a boom in the

clothing sector in places such as Galicia, Castille and La Mancha, Andalusia, etc.

According to recent reports, the following regions comprise more than 10% of the

total employment in the whole sector: Catalonia, Castille and La Mancha, Valencia,

Galicia, Madrid, and Andalusia.

In Castille and La Mancha, Galicia, and Extremadura the clothing sector comprises

more than 10% of the regional industrial employment.

The balance of trade has changed drastically in recent years due to a generalised

rejection of international agreements, such as the Uruguay Round. From a surplus

of 1,400 million pesetas in 1986, we have moved to a deficit of 90,000 million

pesetas in 1998.

Nowadays, 65% of the value of imports comes from other EU countries, whereas

35% comes from the emergent countries. Regarding units, the situation is better for

the emergent countries, since their prices per unit are lower. The main suppliers

are Italy, China, Portugal and France, which generate more than 50% of the

purchases.

75% of exports are sent to other EU countries, mainly Portugal, France and Italy.
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- Foreign trade for the clothing market (thousand million pesetas)

Imports Exports Trade Balance

1990 94.8 27.2 -67.6

1995 179.6 73.8 -105.8

1996 200.1 94.6 -105.5

1997 219.5 116.3 -103.2

1998 236.3 145 -91.3

Source: Pinker Moda

Recently there have been changes within the clothing sector mainly due to three

reasons:

- Economic instability

- Changes in consumer preferences

- Changes in people’s needs

Because of these reasons many companies are unable to compete anymore and

so have been forced to reorganise internally and to adapt to the new market

conditions, where the businessman/client takes advantage of the increased

possibilities offered by international suppliers and rejects national products. In

other words, globalisation has reached this market.

Historical Evolution

- The 1950’s: Textile and clothing industry was one of the most important sectors

as far as generating employment.

- The 1960’s: Demand was higher than supply, so it had to be satisfied efficiently

and distribution had to be structured upon two fixed seasons that determined

the organisation of work.

- The 1970’s: A market based on volume of production turned into a sales and

commercialisation policy, therefore equilibrating the balance between supply

and demand.
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- The 1980’s: Supply was higher than demand, there was a strong market

segmentation and companies focused on better commercialisation and on

developing new products.

- The 1990’s: The situation worsened. Supply was much higher than demand.

Moreover, there was an increase in local competition, both nationally and

worldwide.

Conclusion: Clients are more demanding and selective when it comes to choosing

a supplier, asking for a larger number of designs and for small orders.

Technological changes

They imply an improvement of quality, they accelerate the process, and they

reduce preparation time, which increases flexibility at a higher cost. These changes

took place due to the introduction of microelectronics in the 1970’s, which meant

there would be fewer workers needed thereafter.  The arrival of computers led to

the graphic design systems (CAD/CAM).

At the same time, new production techniques where introduced, which brought

some competitive advantages to retailer demands, such as ‘Just in Time’ or

reengineering, among others.

Strategy changes

Changes were made in order to face up to the new situation:

-    Reducing costs as much as possible

- Reducing the cost percentage corresponding to the work force

- Item orientation towards fashion and market update trends: products should

adapt to customer needs given the fact that they are paying an added value for

the product.

- Shortening the manufacturing time needed due to the quick response

demanded by the client through the use of technologies (Just in Time, Module

cellular, etc)
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- A shift towards a mixed production system: both designing and cutting the

clothes in the country of origin and sewing abroad (delocalisation).

- Orientation towards distribution: through brands, licenses and franchises.

- Establishing relationships with suppliers and distributors with the objective of

linking retail sales with clothing companies which in turn, the latter would be

linked to textile products and these, in turn, would be linked to fibre

manufacturers.

1.6 Knitwear

Definition

The base of knitted fabric is formed by thread twists that are knitted together, which

gives it elasticity and flexibility. At the suitable knit, stable fabrics are achieved both

longitudinally and transversally. Knitted fabric is manufactured by machines with

either a lineal or circular disposition through which either different open or closed

fabrics or conformed pieces are obtained.

Knitted fabrics can be classified into two groups depending on the system used to

sew the net: the first one is using just one thread for all the different needles in the

direction of the stitch; and the second one is using one thread for each needle in

the direction of net columns. The first type are weft fabrics and the second type are

warp fabrics.

Current Situation

According to a report written by the Spanish Knitwear Association, during 1999 the

sector had the same number of companies as in 1998 (820 companies), but the

staff crews grew by 2.7%, reaching a total of 26,445 workers.

Production was 317,690 million pesetas (with an increase of 3.9% in comparison to

the previous year) and it had an added value of 133,400 (an increase of 3.9%).
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Productivity has kept growing over the years. Since 1985, in fact, prices have gone

down 25%, in spite of the fact that current products have a better design and

quality and more innovation.

Investments in machinery during 1999 went up to 18,000 million pesetas. Imports

increased 262,091 million pesetas (18% more than in 1998) and exports went up to

159,973 million (an increase of 16.1%). Imports have already surpassed 62.4% of

total consumption, whereas exports amount to 50.3% of production (in 1990 they

were only 14.1%). The main clients abroad are Italy, France and Portugal.

1.7 Distribution

Current Situation

According to Cityc, the clothes distribution channels in Spain tend to follow mass

organised distribution, traditional means of distribution being stalled. Mass

organised distribution has proved to be more efficient since it allows lower

transforming costs implying lower prices; whereas, traditional distribution supplying

small stores with multi-brand products has lost a big part of its clientele since 1985.

Organised distribution has prompted the birth of multiple chains, franchises, malls

and supermarkets in Spain. As an example of this, we have the Grupo Inditex

Chain that comprises Zara, Massimo Dutti, Pull & Bear, Bershka and Kid Class.

Malls have started demanding textile products and nowadays represent 10% of

their total sales. Big department stores, such as El Corte Ingles, have kept their

strong position in the market.

Textile distribution has undergone a series of significant changes in the last few

years. The main market trends as far as distribution is concerned are: economic

concentration, market segmentation, concentration of business areas and

internationalisation, with the creation of big distribution channels in Europe. The

foundation of the European Union and the Euro have reinforced these trends.
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Clothing and restaurant industries are the two sectors in which franchises have a

larger presence, not just in Spain, but also in other countries. The following data

have been taken from the Tormo & Associates Guide of Franchises:

Sub sector
Number of

Franchises

Nr. of

shops

Dimensions

in m2

Average

investment

Entry

cannon

Underwear 7 151 40 7,375,000 1,362,500

Men’s clothes 7 214 75 7,350,000 1,248,450

Shirts 6 179 36 4,287,500 1,640,000

Sport clothes 2 28 70 7,500,000 850,000

Women’s clothes 33 1172 187 22,590,000 1,353,333

Kid’s clothes 15 385 55 2,857,143 725,000

Others 15 366 43 6,856,000 833,333

Home textiles 11 562 93 6,683,333 583,333

Source: FEDECON

- The evolution of the clothing distribution channels in Spain

Format 1985 1993 1994 1995 1999

Independent retailers 66.1% 58.8% 58.8% 56.6% 43.1%

Department stores 15.4% 14.1% 14.3% 13.7% 15.8%

Malls and supermarkets 6.3% 7.3% 7.1% 8.3% 14.0%

Street markets 7.3% 7.6% 8.3% 8.1% 5.2%

Small chains 2.1% 2.7% 2.8% 3.8% 8.3%

Large chains 5.7% 6.2% 5.6% 6.4% 10.6%

Others 3.3% 3.3% 3.1% 3.1% 3.0%

TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Source: Cityc and Dimpanel
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2. Interdependence in the value chain

The following graphics show the communication flow that is established between

the clothing companies and their suppliers.

- There is a large flow of information travelling all along the production chain.

- The sheer number of agents involved along the value chain can sometimes

lead to defective communications among themselves.

- The decentralisation of the value chain in the textile sector and the natural

problems for the transmission of information all along this chain makes it

necessary to use different information and communication technologies to

accelerate and optimise the information flow.

- The fact that some parts of the production process are externalised to other

companies implies that there should be a healthy communication flow between

the original company and the subcontracted one: technical production

specifications, particular process requirements, contract terms, and other

necessary aspects needed for good management and processing of the

product.

Order

TEXTILE
COMPANY

(purchaser)

SUPPLIER

(seller)

Agreement on the

technical traits of the

Agreement on prices,

amounts, and deadlines

Sales
contract
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•  The product will be in continuous change all along the production process until

the final product is ready, so it will be travelling together with the same

information flow as the value chain; whereas, the sales contracts and the

exchange of information concerning the intermediate products are generated

between the final product distributor and the sub-contracted company.
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Textile Value Chain and Information Exchange Among Companies
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B. INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES:

ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

1. Introduction

In the following pages we are going to review the most interesting possibilities that

the Internet and the new information technologies provide for the textile sector.  We

will first deal with general ones and continue next with those that are more specific

to the textile industry:

•  Electronic Mail

Among the so-called basic services the first and most basic of them all is

electronic mail (e-mail), which provides low-cost communications compared to

the traditional systems (mail, fax, courier companies and telephonic

communications, etc) and makes the introduction of the Internet inside the

company plausible since it is easy to use for even non-experts.

•  Information and Vertical Portals

The Internet is without doubt the greatest information network and should,

therefore, solve all information problems.  However, until recently, the large

quantity of data available made searches difficult and discouraged many users.

Nowadays, there are new search systems based on the “push” technology that,

under subscription or query within a special field of interest, are in charge of

filtering the information and sending it back after it has been prepared.

There are also vertical portals providing complete and updated information on

the textile sector. Among them, we mention Intermoda, a digital magazine

composed of different editions for markets in Spain, Italy and Portugal, through

which it is possible to have access to catwalks, databases, figures on fashion

shows, news, economic data… Other web pages containing information on the

textile sector are Ettex, Techexchange…
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•  Intranet

An Intranet is a network very similar to the Internet (containing services of

search, information and communication), except that it can only be used by

employees within the company or by authorised external personnel. Intranets

have been created because of the companies’ need of managing, organising

and distributing information.

Furthermore, the Intranet makes it possible for those departments and

branches located away from the main branch to access the Intranet simply by

an Internet connection.

•  Extranet

An Extranet is an Intranet open to those who do not belong to the organisation

owning the Intranet (customers, suppliers or distributors) that provides security

and confidentiality warranties. It can therefore be defined as a part of an

Intranet that can be accessed by other companies through the Internet or as a

tool that makes possible co-operation between different organisations. Only

those members collaborating with the company owning the Intranet can access

the shared information.

The main advantage of an Extranet is that it uses the Internet as

communication technology, so that a mere connection to the Internet allows

access to an Extranet and communication with the owning company. Moreover,

the Extranet provides a package of communication and integration services

useful to both small and large companies.

•  Videoconferencing

Despite its usefulness for the textile sector, videoconferencing is one of the

least exploited resources. Videoconferencing includes telephonic

communications, television image and text. Connecting to videoconferencing

can be done directly, dot by dot through a digital RDSI line, as if it were a
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telephone communication or through the Internet. In the latter case, all those

involved in the communication must be connected simultaneously. In spite of

the high cost of direct communication (twice as much as a regular telephone

communication for the same distance), it is recommended because it is more

reliable.

•   Electronic Banking

Electronic banking is just another of the resources provided by new

technologies. It is the current trend among banks to provide their services

through the Internet or by direct communication so that anyone can make

queries, payments by direct debit and make economic transactions at any time

from a personal computer. This allows for the integration of all these operations

automatically within the company management computer systems.

•  Education

One of the most advantageous services provided by the Internet is online

education. Courses can be done within the company, timetables are flexible

and students have the possibility of solving their doubts immediately with the

help of a tutor.

•  Teleworking

Even though at first glance there appears to be no connection between

teleworking and the production system of the textile sector, a deep analysis

reveals that tasks so different from one another such as designing, market

analysis or commercial activities can be linked to the development of

teleworking.

•  ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning)

ERP is a software package (applications) integrating the whole management of

a company and permitting the adaptation and computerisation of most of the

basic processes of a company, from financial management to production.
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•  Electronic Catalogue / Web

A virtual catalogue is a presentation of products aimed at introducing the

company and attracting clients. A virtual catalogue requires the creation of a

web on the Internet that can be accessed by clients all over the world.

Currently many virtual catalogues are being used by companies merely wanting

to be present on the Internet. Since they do not follow any marketing nor

promotional strategies, they get a very low number of visitors.

•  EDI (Electronic Data Exchange)

The EDI is a standardising initiative devised in the eighties that is spreading,

thanks to the apogee of the Internet. A European organisation called EDITEX,

working for the standardising institution EDIFACT, is in charge of the

standardisation of the documents that companies in the textile sector exchange.

EDITEX expects that the adoption of this standardisation system will spread

progressively and in proportion to the introduction of the Internet because of the

advantages that can be integrated by it: elimination of errors, reduction of

interpretation time thanks to the automatic control processes, reduction of

space and paper, logistic improvements and establishing and maintaining client

loyalty.

•  Electronic Commerce B2B: marketplace

The textile sector has created marketplaces with the goal of improving the

sales processes and making easier the co-operation between companies. The

marketplace is a site on the Internet where companies are able to put their

goods or buy products from other companies. They must, in both cases, apply

electronic mechanisms of control and follow-up on the performed actions. The

portal usually benefits from a percentage of the transaction value that has taken

place on it. Marketplaces are also useful to suppliers since they have the

possibility of enlarging their client portfolio and thereby improving their

production planning.
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•  Electronic Commerce B2C: On-line shops/malls

On-line shops were created in order to provide a large and differentiated

supply of products and services and to make purchases as easy as possible for

consumers. The step from an on-line catalogue towards a virtual shop is

apparently an easy one, especially for those shops aiming at a final consumer

(B2C).

We must finally draw the attention to electronic malls, where a group of

electronic shops get together in a shared virtual space, thereby providing the

added value of a larger supply on just one website. The shops hand over the

site management to the manager of the mall.

•  Virtual Catwalk

The virtual catwalk is one of the most recent initiatives relating the new

technologies to the textile sector. The Intertextile Council and Spain Fabrics

introduced during the Première Vision fair a virtual fashion show that had been

computer generated with virtual animation techniques in 3D. The screen

depicted digital models parading in garments so that the audience was able to

observe garment’s hang, their appearance, the way in which they were

matched... The computer combined the data that had been introduced into it

(the type of fibre, weight and structure...) to display the image. The projection

was eight minutes long and 44 models showed the Autumn/Winter 2001/02

Collection.

•  Parametric Dummies

Some technological suppliers provide tools for the creation of three-dimensional

garments that permit the creation of parametric dummies that are adjustable

to the anthropometrical measurements of the target population. After the

creation of the dummies their garments can be three-dimensionally designed by

specifying the parameters graphically that make it wearable and the style. The
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next step is the completely automatic production of the bi-dimensional patterns

of the designed garments.

•  High-Technology Garments

High-Technology Garments have been developed thanks to application of the

ICTs to the textile sector. At the first edition of Avantext, the International Forum

of Textile Industries for Clothing and the Future Technologies that took place in

Frankfurt during the month of November, there were jackets on display that

included integrated chips that replaced cellular phones, suits for those suffering

from skin disorders, garments for elderly people that take their blood pressure,

heartbeat rate, and temperature, T-shirts with UV filters, or clothes that warm

you up in winter and cool you down in summer.

•  CAD/CAM

The use of the CAD/CAM systems has introduced important changes in the

way that most companies work during the designing, modelling and cutting of

garments, since the whole procedure of designing the yarns, the prints and the

design-fashion stage has been computerised and the fact that most of the

computerised data are directly exportable to the subsequent procedures is very

advantageous.
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2. Internal Management Information Technologies

The main technologies to be implemented in the process of internal management

of a company are:

2.1 ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning)

The Enterprise Resource Planning is a software package (applications) integrating

the whole company management. These applications have been designed in order

to model and computerise most of the basic processes within a company, from

financial management to manufacturing, and to unify all the software (applications)

of an organisation.

The basic functional areas covered by an ERP are:

-    Finance

Financial management, liquid assets, investment management, accounting

(billing and payments) and assets management control.

- Logistics

Monitoring of sales, distribution, management of materials and/or products,

warehousing and transport management, purchase management and order,

inventory stocks, etc.

- Manufacturing

Analysis of the basic data required to manufacture products that are sold by the

firm.

- Human Resources

Management of the employees of the firm

The fact that ERP is made up of several functional modules (applications package)

allows it to adjust to the needs of each company. The functional modules offered

by an ERP fall into three groups:

- Basic modules
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Their acquisition is usually compulsory, for example, the accounting module

and other modules can be added to them.

- Operational Modules

These are the modules that are added to the basic ones to enlarge the ERP

package with new functions.

- Vertical Modules

These are optional modules specifically designed to meet the needs of a

particular sector or business activity.

2.2 Work Flow

Work Flow is a tool computerising the administration and documentary

management processes. It computerises the internal and external work flow of a

company by means of its Intranet or Extranet.

This application permits the co-ordination and computerisation of transactional

flows, tasks, knowledge and business functions, thanks to a communication flow in

real time.

The document-retrieval tools permit saving information on a network or computer

system without the need of paper support (computer files replace the need for

paper).  Work Flow allows the classic circuit of documents on a computer network

so that, when required, they can be printed on paper. The documents travel in

agreement with the diagrams or the paths that have been fixed beforehand thanks

to a workflow engine located in the web server. These systems can be integrated

into the already existing applications and provide a simplification of the

management tasks and a reduction in errors.

2.3 Information Systems

An Information System (IS) can be defined as an application or a set of interrelated

applications that capture, organise, process and distribute information within a

company and that is used as a means of supporting decision-making,
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intercommunications and the control and management of the company. It efficiently

organises the amount of information that is shared by a group, a department or a

firm.

An Information System is implemented on the Intranet technological platform and is

based on the centralisation of information of a web/portal of private use as well as

on its distribution by internal electronic mail. Thanks to a local network (Intranet) all

employees can access and receive information.

The main attributes of an Information System are:

- Employees are able to publish information on the system.

- They can easily search and access information on the firm.

- They can access information in two ways: either through the web or by internal

mail.

- The access to data, to information being sent, as well as the ability to introduce

information into the system, is customised according to the profile of each

workstation, group or department.
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3. Information Technologies for External Agent Management:

Electronic Commerce

3.1 Introduction

The textile sector is extremely complex due to the large number of different agents

involved in the process. EURATEX has mapped 26 main activities belonging to the

value chain. The purchasing process therefore suggests a high interaction among

involved intermediaries.

At the first stage of the value chain, agents are the important manufacturers of

weaving goods, medium-sized yarn manufacturers and small-sized companies

specialised in the weaving, making-up and finishing of the fabrics. Whereas in the

synthetic fibre industry the companies are vertically integrated, the sector of the

natural fibre manufacturing is much more divided.

The first impact of e-business is the optimisation of the value chain due to the

reduction of the delivery time of products at their first stage, which results in an

increasingly integrated value chain and involves fewer intermediaries. The cycles

of the trade chain are therefore shorter and this implies error and cost reduction.

E-business allows for new co-operation opportunities (networking), for a higher

significance of the role of distributors and retailers and for the transfer of production

to Third World countries. Moreover, all agents in the value chain are able to track

orders in real time.

Finally, clothing goods manufacturers work with a large number of subcontractors

during the manufacturing process. There are a lot of links between the

manufacturer and the dealer/trader. The impact of e-business works at two levels:

the management of the supply chain is improved with marketing information that
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feeds the manufacturing process and the web permits the access to new

distribution channels.

All agents involved in textile value chain share a common goal: the reduction of the

risk of overstocks, which is possible thanks to the provision of more information.

Several strategies can be developed to reach this goal: from yarn manufacturers

that need to be provided with updated information on market trends, to large

distribution chains that work to reduce the number of intermediaries between them

and manufacturers or large manufacturing groups that are moving closer to their

clients (consumers and firms) by offering more services.

Currently, EDI has been introduced into most large companies, especially when

dealing with suppliers. But, in the long term, communications via Internet are going

to substitute for EDI. That is the reason why a high number of firms are introducing

websites that include information and news in order to communicate with and get

close to their clients.

The Intranets (or internal communication networks) are applied to specific business

areas (quality control, documentary retrieval...) and to corporate communications

within the firm. These networks will gradually increase their presence within the

company. The same will happen to the extranets (exclusive communication

channels whereby delivery of orders, control of materials and reception of orders

can be done through Internet).

The extranet offers to manufacturers, distributors and suppliers the possibility to

share demand estimates and to improve the efficiency of the delivery chain. Its

main feature is the high degree of collaboration between manufacturers and

distributors so that the latter can gain access to data on consumption.
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The presence of virtual service centres for clients and suppliers will gradually

increase.

3.2 Business Models

Depending on the owner of an application, business models fall into three different

categories:

A) Firm-owned applications

Applications that have been acquired by a company in order to improve, promote

loyalty and speed up communication or the purchase-sale processes with suppliers

and clients. The proprietary firm is in charge of the costs and of the maintenance of

the infrastructures required by these applications.

CRM (Customer Relationship Management)

A CRM solution introduces the possibility to manage relationships of a company

with its clients in a telematic and integrated manner. The goal is to offer private

access to an area of the company’s internal information in order to integrate those

business tasks that are client-based (e.g. finance, human resources, logistics and

manufacturing). This provides for more efficient management and the individual

relationship with the client is improved in order to assure their satisfaction and

loyalty.

A CRM solution is useful in the following areas

-    Business transactions.

Thanks to the CRM, the costs per sale are reduced, owing to the placement

and integration of orders, the configuration of customised products and prices

via an Extranet. Sales can also be managed through a commissioned agent,

since there is the possibility to generate sales with wireless and mobile devices,

as well as the availability of a solution for the direct sale of products through

Internet.
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-     Order delivery

This solution optimises the logistical chain by revising the whole life-cycle of the

order, verifying the availability of the products in real time and providing

information on the contract with the client, the status of the invoice and

providing clear information on the supply and tracking of orders.

-    Customer service

The CRM customises service through a centre of interaction between the

company and its clients.

-    Attraction of clients

The CRM solution plans the marketing and promotion campaigns and sales and

contact activities. It also allows for segmentation of clients and the description

of product and service profiles, along with the management of the shared

information.

A CRM solution may work on different platforms in order to put the client and the

company in touch, choosing the platform that provides better services in each

particular case. The CRM solutions based on an Extranet communication platform

are able to provide the services listed above, whereas those that are based on EDI

are only able to communicate orders and trade documents.

EDI

Extranet

Company

CRM

CClients
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SCM (Supply Chain Management)

The aim of this solution is to promote direct communication between collaborating

agents, suppliers, subcontractors and the company, so that they are able to share

information by means a communication platform that provides security and

confidentiality warranties, as the EDI or an Extranet do. The communication and

sharing of information optimises ordering and management procedures, reduces

the duration of the cycle of an order, makes the planning of the production more

precise, increases the reduction of stocks and improves the capability of reaction

when non-expected orders are received.

Initially SCM was barely involved on the electronic exchange of trade documents

between a company and a supplier through an EDI, but thanks to the new

technologies this solution can currently provide a package of services that

integrates the whole supply chain in a way that can be adjusted to meet the needs

of each company. These services are:

-    Co-operation in the supply chain.

Planning, estimation and collaborative re-supply, supplier managed stock,

synchronisation of demand signs, etc

-    Management of the supply chain yield.

Elaboration of reports on the supply inventories, duration of the cycle of the

order, degree of occupation, material flows, etc. in order to monitor the whole

chain.

-    Direct supply.

Execution of the supply process from the moment of reception of an order to

turnover management.

-   Manufacturing.

Production of optimised manufacturing planning, bearing in mind the capacity

and material limitations and identifying the most convenient order sequence.

-     Fulfilment of an order.
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Organises efficiently dispatch dates in real time as well as the delivery of orders

from all channels at the right moment, thanks to the optimisation of the

manufacturing, warehousing and transport processes.

- Supply chain management.

Monitoring of all the stages in the process of the supply chain, from price offers

to order reception.

A company can choose the integration, communication and planning degree of its

SCM. It is therefore an application that can be used by any small and medium

enterprise.

Virtual catalogue / on-line Shop
At their first stage, the Internet technology and the e-business relied mainly either

on virtual showcases or on electronic catalogues. Their philosophy simply

consisted of the display of products in order to introduce the firm to clients.

A virtual catalogue implies the creation of a web that can be accessed by users

all over the world. When creating a virtual catalogue, attention must be paid to the

following points:

-    The design of the catalogue.

It is one of the most important costs and it is linked to the commercial and

marketing strategy of the firm.

Company
SCM
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-    The catalogue must be updated.

It is important, when the product range of a firm changes regularly, that the on-

line catalogue matches the real products. An electronic interface is therefore

required to update the information and the product supply in an easy and fast

manner.

-    On-line marketing.

Despite the great potential of the Internet, if a web is not promoted, its

commercial efficiency will be disappointing.  This can be avoided by promoting

it on the several “on-line” markets of the sector, nation-wide and internationally,

and adjusting investments according to the strategy and the role that the web

plays in the company planning.

The Internet provides the possibility of creating a closed electronic catalogue,

restricting the access to the users that the firm chooses: commissioned agents,

client firms, distributors, wholesalers, etc. This provides easy communication

between the firm and its clients, at a low price.

On-line shops are the expression of the new economy. There are hardly any

products that cannot be acquired through electronic commerce from anywhere in

the world. Based on different e-commerce technologies and solutions, virtual shops

have emerged with the purpose of providing a wide and varied selection of

products and services and their acquisition being easier for the user-customer.

The step from an on-line to a virtual shop is on most occasions apparently an easy

one. Especially in those shops aimed at a final consumer (B2C). When intending to

sell directly through the Internet, the following considerations must be taken into

account:

- When dealing with a new market, attention must be paid to how this is going to

affect the main and traditional sales channel of the company.

- A bank must be contacted to provide a safe payment and to evaluate the

different payment forms that can be offered.
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- Logistic matters must not be forgotten.

- Updating the products and their prices is of vital importance in an on-line shop

and the sale of out-of-stock products must me avoided.

-  When dealing with foreign customers, specialised advice on electronic sales

and shipment of goods to any part of the world is required.

- A strategy of organisation must be developed allowing for customer

personalization and promotion of their loyalty pursuing the so-called one-to-one

marketing.

- A successful on-line shop is always backed by marketing and its own self-

promoting.

Those shops that have other companies as clients (B2B shops) must count on an

intermediary when the turnover is large, this person being in charge of

management, orders and liabilities. In this field the payment procedures are of

critical importance and although solutions to this problem have been developed,

they are not still completely satisfactory. If B2B sales to unknown companies are to

be undertaken, it is highly recommended participating in a catalogue format

marketplace.

B) Non company-owned applications

These are solutions that have not been acquired by a company, but they

participate in them actively or passively.

B.1) Applications owned by a company with which we have a commercial

relationship.

Our client/supplier is in charge of the cost and maintenance of the infrastructures

required by these solutions in order to improve, promote loyalty and speed

relations either with its clients/suppliers or with our company.
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Joining an SCM

This solution makes the management between a company and its suppliers easier.

Therefore, when a company is a supplier to a firm implementing a SCM, the

supplying company firm will have to join this solution.

Joining a client SCM is sometimes compulsory under the requirements and

conditions of a client, but in many cases it provides an opportunity for improving

the company’s competitiveness and management. The costs and the requirements

of sharing an SCM vary depending on each platform:

- SCM  (EDI platform).

This had been the most common case until the emergence of the new

technologies. Usually the client is a large corporation that “forces” its suppliers

to share its SCM solution via an EDI. For the supplier this results in an

investment in a software application and in communication hardware. The cost

is not very high, but nevertheless a minimum investment and communication

costs must be covered.

-    SCM (Extranet platform).

A supplying company can interact with the customer firm only through an

Internet connection and with a password to the system. The extranets are very

flexible and, unlike EDI, the number of small and medium enterprises

introducing SCM solutions in extranet to manage communications with their

suppliers is growing steadily.

Regardless of the platform used by the customer-company to communicate with

the supplier, sharing such a solution is a chance to integrate and improve the

internal management of the company. Therefore, even when its introduction is not

compulsory, it is recommended that any company joining such a SCM solution

invest in it to integrate these communications with their internal management

system. This is relatively easy when the platform selected by the customer

company is an extranet.
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Joining a CRM

A CRM solution is introduced into a company in order to improve its

communications and management with clients. It is an application owned by the

selling company (supplier) that is joined by all its clients.

Joining such a CRM means that the customer company has the possibility of

shipping orders, requesting information, viewing stocks, catalogues, customised

price lists, etc, providing it with a set of advantages an added value that the

supplying company provides to its clients.

There are two communication platforms through which a CRM solution can be

introduced between clients and company:

-    EDI.

The services provided by this platform consist mainly of the transmission of

orders, bills and invoices. To share this solution, a client firm has to invest in

machinery and software. The cost of communications is also quite high and it is

therefore only implemented in those company-client relationships where

commercial agreements have been met and when one of the firms is a large

company. Despite the fact that the EDI through the Internet brings this

technology close to the small and medium enterprises, its use is not
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widespread among small companies and the cost of its implementation is not

equal to the needs of each company.

-    Extranet

This platform enables the customer companies to join the CRM of the supplier.

With a single connection to the Internet a customer company can access the

complete value added services, customised and privileged information services

that the supplier provides. From the settlement of orders, stock queries, status

of the order, reception of invoices, customised prices, special offers, etc.,

everything can be accessed from a simple navigator by means of a password.

Moreover, the integration of this information (that comes from the supplier) in

the internal management system of the client firm is relatively easy.

B.2) Owned by an intermediary company:

A marketplace is an on-line intermediary (mall, market, etc. on the Internet) that

brings buyers and sellers together in order to promote and create commercial

relationships between them. On-line markets eliminate the inefficiency of
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communications between manufacturers and suppliers, since they put together the

offers of a lot of sellers and bring together buyers and sellers. Buyers take

advantage of the lower acquisition prices and, at the same time, contact new

suppliers. Suppliers take advantage of lower processing costs and of the contact

with new clients.

The marketplace is owned by a third agent that works as a ”technological”

intermediary between buyer and seller. From the point of view of company

association, this technological platform provides participating companies access to

several purchase and sales systems and to new methods of commercial and

dynamic collaboration, all adapted to the value chain. A marketplace provides its

services during the processes of buying and selling to companies of every kind of

size, whether they are SMB or large corporations.

This on-line mall provides the possibility of sharing the data and information

required to communicate product offers and services, and also provides updated

prices and data while permitting the transmission of purchase orders and the

handling of invoices. A marketplace is a way of saving time and management

procedures for the sharing companies.

Marketplaces can be classified according to the kind of product they serve:

- Horizontal marketplaces

They offer their technological platform to create an inter-sector market aimed at

the sale of operational products required by any kind of independent business

activity, regardless of the implied sector. Some products are not transformed

during the manufacturing process but are necessary to any company, for

example stationery, hardware, travel packs, etc. They are horizontal supplies

and, therefore, multi-sectorial.

-    Vertical marketplaces
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On-line markets that deal with raw materials, components and the products

required for the manufacturing of one kind of product. They are sector-specific.

They are vertical supplies and their markets are aimed at a specific sector.

Marketplaces usually provide other added value services that add to the possibility

of making commercial operations. These business services may check the

solvency, payment services, taxes, documentary retrieval on exports and imports,

shipment and logistics, etc. and make possible that buyers and sellers can

securely and confidently carry out and close their business.

One of the main advantages of the marketplaces is that to join companies (sellers

or purchasers) only need a simple connection to the Internet to execute business

procedures.

Marketplaces can provide different business models:

Electronic malls

Also known as catalogue centres (catalogue hubs). These marketplaces help the

selling companies (suppliers) with the creation of an on-line product catalogue that

can be accessed by all the potential clients (open market) or by the clients selected

by the supplier (closed market). Clients will have access to the catalogues and will

be able to place orders. It is a site where suppliers and companies (that may

already have a commercial relationship) meet for the provisioning of supplies at a

lower cost than with traditional procedures.

Marketplace
Internet Internet

Clients Suppliers
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Vertical markets usually permit the systematic purchase of manufacturing inputs. A

marketplace of the catalogue type provides advantages both to purchasers and the

suppliers:

Advantages for purchasers:

- Time and cost reduction of supply/stocks: multi-supplier electronic catalogues

allow for the reduction of search, inquiry and approval time of the purchasing

procedures, since they permit administrative and financial management through

the Internet.

- Access to new suppliers: manufacturers can contact new suppliers and gain

access to a vast range of offers.

- Being in possession of a complete and customised solution: in many on-line

markets the manufacturer is allowed to customise the services to adjust to the

needs of the purchasers.

Advantages for sellers:

- New sales channels: it provides a new sales channel through which the

connection to clients is permanent and where other companies can access the

seller’s catalogue.

- Elaboration of electronic catalogues: the content management services permit

the elaboration of electronic catalogues displaying the company’s products in a

rational, standardised and categorised way.

- Management of orders: sellers can receive and manage purchase orders in a

safe manner through the Internet.

- Inventory management: it keeps clients informed on the state of stocks, the

latest products and available services.

Auctions

Auctions for the purchase and sale of products and services are a tool especially

recommended to answer the specific needs of a company as, for example, an

overstock, the sale of unwanted materials, a special purchase of equipment, or
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with the intention of getting introduced into a market which has not previously been

studied by the company. In short, companies can use the auctions as a tool for

researching new markets. The auction is open to the firms registered by the

operator of the marketplace. These firms can then participate in it as a promoter or

as a bidder. If the operator is organising the auction he will be in charge of inviting

or establishing the terms of the firms that are willing to participate in it.

The marketplace provides the technological infrastructure and the required

elements to carry out the auction.

Main features:

- Monitored participation: the participating companies are studied by the

organiser in order to minimise risk.

- Restriction of information: there is the possibility of restricting the access to

certain information, according to the will of the organising firm. Bidders are not

usually allowed to know the identity of the other participants in the auction. The

organiser is the only one that possesses this information.

- Large variety of auction types: each marketplace provides its own kind of

auction and some of them provide the possibility to choose a particular kind of

auction. The organiser will select a specific sort depending on their needs (to

sell a part of the amount offered, possibly having several purchasers or sellers,

etc.).

- Catalogued products and services: The auctioned products and services can be

electronically catalogued and can include categorised and standardised

technical descriptions that can be enhanced with images and multimedia

formats.

- End of purchase process: many market places provide the possibility of starting

the purchase-sale process electronically after the end of the auction.

There are different kinds of auctions depending on whether there can be a single

“winner” or several, on whether it is possible to gain access to the best bid that has
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been placed and finally, on whether it is possible to have several “winner” prices.

Each marketplace will explain the details of the kind of auctions provided: English

auctions, Yankee auctions, sealed-bid auctions, open-bid auctions, dynamic

auctions, Dutch auctions, etc.

Aggregate Purchases

This sort of marketplace permits the uniting of the purchasing power of several

companies that share the same needs in order to get better terms from the

suppliers.  This is not new in the business world, but the new technologies make it

possible for any company, small or large, to profit from this easy, fast and, what is

more important, anonymous system of purchase. It is the marketplace that allows a

company to join in aggregate purchases and yet to remain anonymous.

This is true mainly with vertical markets, but it can also happen in centres

organising operational (horizontal) material purchases.

The main advantage of this kind of marketplace is that the participant firms benefit

immediately without the need of carrying out any sort of investment (neither of time

nor of money). A simple connection to the Internet is enough to join in the

acquisition of products at very low prices.

There are two ways of joining an aggregate sales marketplace:

- The company proposes an aggregate purchase, chooses a particular supplier

and fixes the maximum price that it is willing to pay.  It also fixes a deadline

(days or weeks) for the execution of the purchase. Once the bid has been

introduced it is sent to the companies related to the marketplace. Their answer

will include the amount and the maximum price.

- The firm gets the proposal of grouped aggregate purchase that has been

generated by another (unknown) firm. The company can decide to join in by

introducing the required amount and the maximum price that it is willing to pay.
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Attention must be given to the fact that the company is forced to carry out the

aggregate purchase if its total value is inferior to the maximum price offered by

another company.

Forum (advertising board)

This kind of marketplace is the easiest way to contact new suppliers or purchasers.

Its only goal is to establish contacts with new (client or supplier) firms by

introducing an offer or an order.

These are vertical marketplaces (aimed at a specific sector) that usually provide

other services of added value to the sector companies (information on the sector,

economic data, etc.). The function of the forum, however, is only to provide a place

where any of the firms in the sector can drop a message that can be accessed by

all the companies registered in the marketplace.

E-Procurement

An e-procurement marketplace provides the possibility of privately managing the

orders between companies and suppliers, so that they can create an exclusive

electronic market with their suppliers.

The e-procurement marketplace is a guarantee of security for the communications

between a company and its suppliers, and provides significant management

advantages to both the supplying company and the client (purchaser) firm. A

simple connection to the Internet is enough to join in although it is advisable to

invest in the integration of the communications with the internal management

system (ERP) in order to obtain the maximum yield.
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3.3 E-Business in Textile Sector

E-Business Approaches:

Commercial Approach

Companies are beginning to start projects on the Internet aimed at improving their

sales channel and using it as advertising instrument:

- Within this approach, companies use the network to manage their product

demand.

- Their web pages are used to inform and advertise their products and to

promote brand image.

- The impact is especially produced in the company-customer relationship.

- It may result that a company’s income increases by means of marketing tasks,

due to consolidation of the Internet as an alternative sales channel.

- Conflicts may appear due to the risk that the new channel on the Internet may

compare with the traditional channel.

Company Integral Management Approach

After an initial commercial phase, textile companies plan different phases for the

integration of the Internet and new technologies within their internal structure and

their relationships with suppliers, customers, etc, which are as follows:

First Phase

- Development of integration in value chain.

- Companies are connected through the Internet both with their customers and

their suppliers.

- There are no changes in the organisation’s internal structure.

- Real-time correspondence is matched between their product or service

demands and provisions from suppliers.

- Internal processes such as logistics, production, purchase, customer or sale

services are affected.

- Cost optimisation and improvement of customer service.

- Companies need large investments in technology infrastructure.
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Second Phase

- Industry transformation.

- The impact of the internet affects the company structure.

- Subcontracting of logistic, manufacturing and marketing tasks.

- Focus on those tasks providing added value.

Third Phase

- Companies direct their business to such areas as providing real added value

with respect to customers.

- Taking advantage of knowledge about their client community in order to supply

them with new products and services.

- Need of reaching alliances with other companies.

- Unforeseen new competitors appear.

E-Business Goals

In regards to goals of electronic commerce within textile sector it is necessary to

remark on four general strategies:

- Improvement of manufacture process management by means of remote control

of production stages.

- Expanding relationships with suppliers.

- Electronic control of stock supplies.

- Meeting point to promote communication among companies (Marketplace).

Large Manufacturers Strategies:

- Reducing the production cycle.

- Improving customer services by providing complete and proper information.

- Meeting new partners and clients.

- Improving product quality.

- Improving flexibility.
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Small Companies Strategies:

- Creating an information flow among and about agents.

- Preparing orders.

- Interact and negotiate to achieve clothes prototypes.

- Controlling quality.

- Making transactions (in very early stage).

Impact of E-Business in Industrial Organisations:

- New competitors.

- New co-operation opportunities (networking).

- Higher significance in the role of distributors and retailers.

- Relocation of production stages to other countries

Result: A more integrated value chain with fewer mediators.

Future Key Aspects for Textile Companies:

- The excessive number of agents currently present along the value chain will

favour the implementation of such technologies.

- Customer Service will play an increasingly significant role.

- All agents in the value chain will follow up orders in real time.

- Transaction costs will diminish.

- Providers of textile technology bet on ICTs.

- Organisation will focus on the customer.

Indications for the Introduction in the Internet Business

Above all, we should differentiate between B2C and B2B, since their goals and

final receptors are very different.

� Electronic commerce aimed at consumers (B2C):

- Aiming at a very particular market group, in which a need has been detected.

- Foreseeing an important investment plan for advertising. We must not forget

that this type of electronic commerce is aimed at the final consumer and

therefore the more people knowing about it, the better.
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- Exploit on-line and off-line advertising techniques. That is to say, we must know

how to use and take advantage of information provided by advertising

campaigns through the Internet about users and likewise we must not forget the

traditional advertising channels, to which our clients are used to.

- Integrating the new sales channel in the corporate image of our company.

- Reaching an agreement with a logistics company.

- Negotiating Internet transaction interest with a bank.

- Setting a medium-term plan of alliances with other companies on the internet

that may generate visits to our portal.

- Constantly updating.

- Generating new ideas to be implemented in the business and being informed

on new technologies.

� Electronic Commerce Among Companies (B2B)

We must consider that B2B, in most cases, is a sector communication that must

include the largest possible number of sector companies. They are projects in

which companies already know one another and therefore there is no need of

carrying out any marketing actions. Contact between leading companies and

companies using B2B is set individually and in a customised manner.

It is first necessary to define the business model in which a company wants

access to the Internet B2B. We may find three options:

⇒  The company heads a B2B project and is the project engine (manufacturer-

suppliers).

⇒  The company wants to take part in a B2B already created by some other

company (supplier-manufacturer).

⇒  The company wants to take part in a marketplace.

- When the company heads a B2B project:

⇒  Before starting a B2B project, there is the need to reach agreements with

participating companies. It is no use having a communication infrastructure

if there are no receptors for our information.
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⇒  From a technical aspect, we have to define the data structures that are

common to all sector companies participating in the B2B. This will make

future access easier to other companies.

⇒  Starting the project as a pilot, involving very few companies and that are

very well known by the company heading the project. Such pilot projects will

be useful for transmitting the experience to the rest of the sector and useful

for the sector to gradually be more and more present in B2B.

- When the company wants to participate in a B2B:

⇒  Analysing the relevant costs regarding the technical infrastructure.

⇒  Integration opportunities with an internal management system.

- When the company wants to participate in a marketplace:

⇒  Being informed of the fee, if any, to be paid at the marketplace.

⇒  Number of operations made so far.

⇒  Comprehensively analysing the marketplace operation.

⇒  Evaluating warranties regarding quality, service, etc… the marketplace

offers.
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USA: Clothes Sales (1999)
(according to distribution channel)

Shops
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9% Other
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3.4 Figures on Electronic Commerce in the Textile Sector

Although there is not much information concerning e-business presence in the

textile sector, some figures may point out the current situation.

Source: NPD Group

Clothing sales through the Internet have a growing presence in the network (they

have already passed toys, food, etc). Source: NPD Group
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3.5 Technology Suppliers

At present, many technology suppliers provide tools to create B2B and B2C

platforms. Below is detailed what some of these suppliers can provide:

� Investrónica presents three products for the channel created by the Internet:

Web Made to Measure (for industrial tailoring), Web Product Manager (for on-

line production management) and E-commerce Solutions (for creating new

trade portals).

� Lectra has recently started LectraOnline, a web connecting all its clients, from

designers to retailers, and it is planning at a medium term to become an

international platform for the textile and clothing sector.

� Rápida -as a Gerber Technology distributor in Spain- presented in IMB

Cologne the new PDM system generation that improves communications within

a company and between it and its contractors, agents and suppliers.

Different technology suppliers consulted remark on the fact that information and

communication technologies provide several advantages:

- Reduction of “time-to market” for development of new collections.

- Reduction of inventories, since they improve information tools for production by

order.

- Higher fulfilment of demand, since information is perfect.

- Reduction, therefore, of end of campaign wastes.

- General improvement of financial parameters.

- Comprehensive management control and improvement of communications.

They point out that the impact of electronic commerce on the textile industry is that

companies have a better reaction capacity with their own and their clients’ needs.

From a B2B point of view, the major impact is the integration in the supply chain

(suppliers-manufacturers-contractors-distributors) by means of participation in

sector marketplaces. In regards to B2C, such technology suppliers think that its

presence is still very rare in the textile sector.
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They all agree that the level of information and communication technologies in the

sector is low, although there is clear support for it and the distance between other

European countries is shortening. There is also a certain anxiety regarding

evolution.

In regards to future perspectives with respect to development of new products,

processes, etc., they note the increase of collaborations in the value chain (within

all processes), that is to say, design-manufacture-distribution and the trend to

incorporate modern control and communication processes.

Most of the technology suppliers consulted believe that the growing presence of

ICTs will allow better efficiency and higher integration of the textile value chain,

which will enable companies to improve fulfilment of consumer needs.
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3. PROACTIVE COMPANIES

A. MANGO

Punto Fa, S.L.

Elena Carasso Battle, Director of

the Department of Systems of

Image Information

Mercaders, 9-11

Polígono Industrial Riera de

Caldes

Apartado de correos 280

08184 Palau de Plegamans

Barcelona

A.1 General Information

Mango’s activity goes far beyond design, production, trade in clothes and

complements for women: “It is the creation of the concept Mango Woman”.

Presently, Mango has over 5,000 employees (2,595 in Spain and 2,497 abroad),

900 of them work in the central office in Palau de Plegamans (Barcelona). This

headquarters has an area of 105,000 m² and is used as warehouse and offices.

The concept of Mango was first thought up as the inter-relation between a self-

designed quality product and a coherent and unified image. Dressing the young,

modern and urban woman is the formula that has been studied, adapted and

applied in those countries where the company is present.

In 1984 Mango opened its first shop in Barcelona. This was the starting point of a

significant expansion inside the country.
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In 1988 the company wanted to improve its stock management system, as well as

its logistics and distribution. At that point, Mango began to develop a production

system based on the just-in–time philosophy and this defines the concepts of

product, decoration of shops, quality, price and image.

From the beginning of its expansion in 1992, with the opening of 2 shops in

Portugal, Mango has become the second largest Spanish exporting company in

the textile field: nowadays, it has over 500 shops in 46 countries. Its export

incomes in the year 2000 ran to 78,800 million pesetas, whereas sales in Spain, in

this same period, amounted to 48,200 million pesetas.

The tough competition in the Spanish textile market and Mango’s effort to place

itself at the top have contributed to its great success abroad. In 1998 sales volume

produced outside Spain went up to 60% of the total amount of company sales.

In the year 2005 Mango/Mng headquarters will be extended with the construction

of a new 600,000 m² building in order to cover further needs.

The key to Mango’s success can be defined according to three aspects: concept,

team and logistical system. In relation to this last feature, Mango bases its logistics

on its own system which has been progressively developed since the opening of its

first shop in 1984 until the present day, acquiring as well as adapting the most

modern technologies. This process makes possible the classification and

distribution of 30,000 garments an hour.

In order to develop a true and full commitment, Mango gives its fashion articles on

consignment to its franchises. The main goal in all their shops all over the world is

to have the articles they need at their disposal depending on forecast and

frequency of sales. By doing this, it is ensured that the stock is constantly

renovated and that the production is directly related to the pace of the market, in

quantity as well as in variety.
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A.2 ICT Technological Profile: E-Business/ E-Commerce

The web is used for advertising and to give direct answers to the questions that

customers may have. In www.mangoshop.com cybernetic customers can choose a

garment and its colour and know the price of any product they want to buy. Plus,

they can obtain an extended image of the model and know the composition of the

fabric.

� B2C

MANGOSHOP was created at the beginning of September 2000. After a month, it

was observed that the best sold products are complements and clothes easily

described, that is, articles that need not to be tried on (with clear colours, well

defined contours, etc.).

Two types of customers can be defined:

- Customers with problems to reach the shop (because of remoteness, lack of

time, shyness...).

- Everyday customers, who have to make a sudden purchase, now have this new

service available.

Delivery time is, theoretically, 2-5 days. Real time is 2 days.

MANGOSHOP has its own storehouse, which stocks the whole of Europe. In case

of returns, customers can do them at the nearest shop.

In Spain transport is free for purchases over 3,000 pesetas (almost all purchases).

But, in Europe, there are some dispatching costs.

There are not big price differences between buying in the shop or through the web

site. With the Internet there is no deliberate price differentiation intended.
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In reference to virtual strategy, products are offered depending on the market.

Mango analyses the products demanded by the market. If they are considered

profitable and feasible, suggestions made by the customers are added as new

services in the web.

With the incorporation of B2C, features like customer service, merchandising,

communication etc. have not created any problems as they were already done

directly, e.g. direct selling to a final public was already known and complaints from

the final public were attended to personally.

� B2B

- Distribution Channel

An infrastructure of communication is being installed in all Mango shops, so that an

Extranet can be developed in real time. All shops, owner-operated ones and

franchises, have had for some years a system of exchanging information on sales,

through rtc or ftp, which generates an “automatic picking”.  9-10 subsidiary

companies also have a system of videoconferencing.

At its headquarters, Mango has its own server that controls and stores up

information from all Mango shops and franchises. They use e-mail with some

shops and also with its suppliers.

The shops for some years have had communication systems with the factory at

their disposal, TPV... Nevertheless, there is not any system of intercommunication

among shops (this system is being developed)

This solution has begun to develop itself at some points of sale. Its incorporation

will be slow. Presently, some of these points of sale have tested services like

control of stocks or catalogues in their own shops. In the future they have the

intention of developing and applying this system to franchises and to distributors.
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For now, Mango is standing by on this issue because there are few agents able to

work with this system in the production chain. Furthermore, they must prove that a

B2B solution reduces time and the number of intermediaries. Some of their

comments are that “suppliers are very loyal and they must decide on the degree of

privacy of this Extranet” and add that “generally speaking, it is more difficult to run

the B2B than the B2C because the former does not depend on just one area and

since other areas are involved it is very difficult to make all parts work together”.

- Production process

Punto Fa is in charge of production; Mango is the trademark. Presently, they work

with two types of factories:

- In countries like China, India… they work with factories in charge of the whole

production process (except for design and modelling), following the precise

instructions given by Mango. At this level they have begun to send technical

files in pdf format.

- In Portugal, Spain and Morocco, Mango is responsible for the production

process, from the purchasing of raw materials to the reception of the finished

products.

- In both cases, Mango does the quality control in different through different

mechanisms, resulting in a homogeneous quality.

EDI is not considered to be profitable because it is thought to be too difficult to

work with. However, they do some official transactions (customs) under this

system.

- Process of Purchase (e-procurement)

They are not engaged in the field of e-procurement yet.
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-     Process of Internal Organisation

Presently, they work with Intranet:

- This Intranet is shared with all departments for a whole series of common

services (daily menu, training courses...).

A part of Intranet, which is restricted and to which not everyone has access, is

being developed. This part contains restricted information: payrolls, administration,

invoicing processes... The aim is to develop these two Intranets with the

introduction of new services.

In relation to the systems and the computerised applications they have, most of

them are developed in COBOL and, currently, they are beginning to work with

ORACLE.

A.3 Barriers/ Incentives

At Mango it is believed that the active incorporation of the ICTs provides better

knowledge about customers, enabling them to give better service, as well as

speeding up tasks.

Generally speaking, all of the Mango staff has sorted out these changes very well.

And, step by step, the use and the demand of the different services will increase.

Furthermore, they have security systems for B2C transactions.

In the beginning, there was much ignorance regarding everything related to getting

into the world of e-business. But no great problems have been observed when

trying to enter this world, although some small difficulties have appeared due to the

high costs of such an application.

At Mango “we know that competition exists and that it will take advantage of the

new technologies; if Mango does not use them, our company will stop being

competitive”.
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In the past, the Internet was used to find information. In the future, they want to

provide suppliers with extra services, e.g. maintenance, fashion collections,

instructional courses...

In the meantime, they are making two experiments in their own shops. The shops

have catalogues of clothes in electronic format. Customers can buy according to

the catalogues and in case the shop does not have the product in stock, the order

will be given through the Internet in real time from the point of sale. In a year, this

process is expected to be up and running due to the strong demand of distribution.

A new department related to e-business is also a very important issue for the

future. The main task of this department will be to unify and manage the needs of

the other departments. This decision is a consequence of the growing importance

of ICTs in business strategy.

Finally, Mango thinks sales on-line is just another service which is not meant as a

substitute for the traditional ways of selling, the most important being the one done

in shops  (at least as far as Southern European countries are concerned).

Shopping is still a very joyful activity.
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B. ARMAND BASI

BASI, S.A.

Núria Basi Moré, Delegated Advisor

Sant Lluc, 54-64

08918 Badalona

BARCELONA

Tlf.: 934846401

Fax: 934846403

www.armandbasi.com

B.1 General Information

The beginnings of the Basi family in the textile industry go back to 1940, when

Mercedes Sabi opened a knitwear shop in Barcelona. This small workshop, mainly

concerned with the elaboration of handmade knitwear articles produced with

Scottish thread, sold its articles to the most important shops in Barcelona.

In 1958 the family opened the Basi factory in order to make high quality textile

articles. Since 1962 they have produced and distributed the trademark Lacoste in

Spain.

Since then, Basi has undertaken the necessary changes in design, quality and

customer service in order to be able to compete against other companies at

national and international levels. These days, they are introducing their designs in

the main collections all over the world.

Currently, they have 477 employees in Spain and 11 abroad. The income for their

sales in Spain amount to 12,464 million pesetas and their exportation income run

to 2,400 million pesetas.

Armand Basi designs and manufactures “prêt-a-porter” collections for men and

women. These collections are oriented to young, urban, and independent people.
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The main customers are franchises, multi-brand shops, as well as department

stores.

The company has recently added a new line to its products: Armand Basi Sport, in

the men’s collection. This line is oriented to a more informal market.

B.2 ICT Technological Profile: E-Business/ E-Commerce

� B2C

They have not developed any B2C application and do not have the intention to, at

least in the near future, because they think that it is a large investment and that

B2C, in the textile industry, it is very difficult because of the returns, dispatching

costs... Furthermore, Lacoste does not allow the sale of its products through the

network because of company policy.

� B2B

- Distribution Channel

Basi has a system of shop management: franchises connected through a

connection system of data for the control of sales, stocks... From the headquarters

(up to now, everything is centralised in the factory) the order is given through the

Internet. The shops do not have access to the purchase unit or to the factory.

Basically, it is a tool for the Commercial Department. At closing time, the shops

must give a report of the sales conducted during the day. Most of the time, the

sales agents act as intermediaries between the shop and the factory.

Following pre-established agreements with clients, reached upon client’s request,

the system carries out the order automatically when a determined level of stock is

reached. At this point, sales representatives have access to make orders, see

stocks, etc., but the clients do not.
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In the shops that they own within Europe they work the same as they do in the

national market on the subject of control, but with the multi-brand shops there is

not as much control.

According to Basi, telephone and PC are two complementary tools. Nevertheless,

they state that retailers are still not very familiar with PC use, above all, the owners

of multi-brand shops.

The main advantage obtained by the use of ICTs is that clients receive better

service:

- They allow an idea of each shop, knowledge of its customers, and advise them

on how to find the best kinds of products and orders.

- They allow agile mobility in returns/ stocks.

- They give a new supply service in 48 hours.

- Basi can recommend prices for its products on-line.

- Better intercommunications with the clients.

- Better timing.

- More direct connections.

- Less intermediaries (this has not been obtained yet).

The more that is known about their own shops and franchises, the more possible it

is for Basi to advance the manufacturing of their products. On the other hand, time

with suppliers can be gained and Basi can establish a more fluid relationship with

them (particularly regarding information about new products, etc).

- Production process

Presently, the company uses EDI in its relationship with El Corte Inglés, but, on the

other hand, with their suppliers (providers of fabrics and threads, finishing

companies, dyers and external factories) communication is through e-mail.
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- Process of Purchase (e-procurement)

They are not engaged in the field of e-procurement yet.

- Process of Internal Organisation

Basi is working out a Movex ERP system. This system will effect the national

external factories that are computerised independently.

The objective is to unify, to avoid duplicities of functions in the introduction of data,

listings... One of the problems is that there are “too many different listings”. Basi is

inter-communicating all the information between departments involved in different

processes and, in the future, these connections are planned to exist between the

headquarters and the external factories.

Basi designs, weaves and manufactures; whereas the other parts of the process:

finishing, dye, etc., are done in the external factories.

B.3 Barriers/ Incentives

Usually, Basi produces two kinds of collections:

- Two wide collections, one for the summer season, another for the winter

season.

- Shorter collections of “inter-season”.

In order to present the new developments for each season, Basi displays its

collections in showrooms; these are a great success in their own shops and

franchises, but the multi-brand shops showing little interest. Thanks to e-

commerce, Basi will relay these showrooms to shops and to customers via the

Internet, which will also facilitate the diffusion of the collections.

In spite of the development of the new technologies, there are still some problems

to be solved, e.g. the colour of the articles on the screen is not the same as in the

real world, lack of tactile reference...
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Presently, there are two web sites:

- www.armandbasi.com

- www.lacoste.com/es

The staff has accepted the changes well, without too many problems, and is a way

to improve their training.

Basi pays a lot of attention to new technologies; its aim is to use the most up-to-

date methods, a good example of this being that the computer science department

is integrated into the company and it is not an external service, as which happens

with many other companies.
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C. SARA LEE

SARA LEE D.E. ESPAÑA

GRUPO SANS

Josep M. Sans, commercial

director

c/Aristótil, 16

08304 Mataró

tlf.: 937582500

Fax: 937582511

www.gruposans.com

C.1 General Information

Since 1960 this company has produced men and women’s underwear. The design

as well as the creation of their products are made in its own factories.

1960 Creation of the Grupo Sans, its origin can be found in a textile workshop

1963 Launching of the trademark ABANDERADO

1969 Launching of the trademark PRINCESA

1989 Acquisition of the trademark OCEAN

1991 Incorporation of the Grupo Sans to Sara Lee Corporation (Hanes, DIM,

Playtex)

1999 Launching of the trademark UNNO

At present, they are a fully multinational company with 2,400 employees in Spain

and 154,000 abroad. Their income for sales in Spain amounts to 19,000 million

pesetas, and those for export articles run to 1,000 million pesetas.

In order to cover customer needs they have a wide range of products which can be

found under different names:

ABANDERADO
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This trademark is the leader of men and boys’ underwear in the Spanish market.

This trademark also has a line of outerwear clothing articles.

PRINCESA

Trademark engaged in ladies’ and girls’ underwear.

This trademark also has a line of outerwear clothing articles.

OCEAN

Trademark engaged in men’s underwear.

UNNO

Trademark engaged in seamless ladies’ and men’s underwear.

C.2 ICT Technological Profile: E-Business/ E-Commerce

� B2C

They have not developed any B2C application yet because of company policy.

� B2B

Sara Lee has developed, together with Intentia Consulting, an experimental project

at the European level. This project is called business-to-business (B2B) and its

task is to inter-relate the company with customers and suppliers through the new

module Movex Web Shop v.2.1, which incorporates to Movex the Internet tools.

Intentia has provided an integral medium to the project: from the design of the web

site to the inclusion of Movex as an already fixed transactional system. The project

is developed in a Dell server and it is based on Windows NT 4.0, although the

intention is to change it to Windows 2000.

This B2B is intended to begin in July 2001 with selected distributors, so that it can

be available within 6 months. After that, their intention is to do something similar

with their suppliers.
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The goal in the medium term is to be able to make a high number of transactions

through the Internet. By doing this, the company would like to have a faster and

better working environment. Another goal is giving the client the possibility to enter

the system so that they can do real transactions, and not just virtual ones, inside

an ERP environment, Movex being the chosen way and taking advantage of its

sales, distribution and production functions.

In Sara Lee different experimental projects of B2B are being developed:

- Spain: B2B with clients.

- England: B2B with suppliers.

Their intention in Spain in regards to these projects is to see the market reaction,

especially of their clients, in relation to e-commerce.

- Distribution Channel

Now we are going to describe the main services that are offered to the clients

(when talking of clients we are referring to wholesalers):

- Clients can order products directly through the Internet. The orders are

introduced into the system automatically and are dealt with by the Commercial

Department. In doing this, the work can be done faster and no time is wasted in

the process.

- Clients can have access to every single order by “tracking on- line”.

- Sara Lee can provide information about new articles, catalogues, and

collections for each season...

- People in charge can ask about the different collections on the web, so that

orders can be given faster.

- There is also the possibility to offer promotions through e- mail.

- If the client wants to feel the product, they can ask for a sample through the

Internet, and the product will be delivered in 48 hours.
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Generally speaking, their main clients use new technologies very little. Their profile

is the following:

- They think that the Internet is more a problem than a useful tool.

- They realise that their competitors get benefits through the Internet that they

cannot obtain and then they might see the need to get involved with the new

technologies.

Sara Lee wants to spread the use of the Internet among its clients, so that they can

give orders using the new technologies, by means of different commercial and

marketing operations:

- giving them priority (better service),

- launching of exclusive promotions online and,

- commercial offers, e.g. special discounts.

At present, payments cannot be done through the Internet

At the beginning of January the company will show the project to their clients in

order to see who is interested. Then company agents will visit clients to see what

equipment and systems are needed (providing them with a password).

Sara Lee has also the intention of doing experimental projects before getting the

system working completely. From that moment on, a “benchmarking” will be done

in order to set up these innovations all over Europe, although business centres are

quite autonomous. Setting up all this world-wide will take a great effort because of

the different natures of all companies involved.

Agents react with some fear towards B2B solutions. Although some of them were

already working with a laptop, the main difference for them now is that they have at

their disposal online information about stocks,... at any time, and that all

information about the orders is directly inserted into the system.

- Production Process
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The company has an ERP system which is included in the management

department, but not yet in the production department.

- Process of Purchase (e-procurement)

They are not yet engaged in the field of e-procurement.

- Process of Internal Organisation: ERP system

Two years ago the company decided that the central system had to undergo a

renewal, and since 1998 Sara Lee has had at its disposal an integrated internal

system for all its departments: Intentia’s ERP Movex Moda system. This system is

fully integrated into the management department but not the production

department, and the goal is to include it in the whole value chain of the company:

Weaving – Workshops – Outfitters – Manufacturing – Wholesalers.

At the beginning, there was opposition to the change because there were problems

during the first six months. Currently, only a few problems remain, mainly in

relation to the production department of factories.

It has been observed that some clients have begun to work with an automatic

management program of stocks files, instead of doing it manually because they

now have the possibility to be included in the system. There is also a module for

the transmission of orders.

C.3 Barriers/Incentives

Sara Lee considers that the benefits of e-business have an simple explanation: it is

more important to work better with the clients that they already have than to try to

attract new ones. But, on the other hand, there is also the intention to get new

customers for those fields related to exportation.

The current percentage of sales distribution is the following:

- 70% wholesalers.
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- 15% department stores (El Corte Inglés…).

They usually give the orders in computerised files.

15% retailers.

In relation to the situation of new technologies in Spain, it is thought that “there is a

lot to be done by the government” and add that “we think that we are in the right

direction but... we should be flexible in relation to operators, systems of

telecommunications, bandwidth options, etc. The government must provide help, it

must simplify the adoption of ICTs and make more substructures”.

The company does not think that e-commerce is going to be relevant for the

product, but for the processes:

- faster transmission of orders,

- better service,

- more information about clients,

- higher productivity,

- improved management of sales, enabling more knowledge of customers.

There is also the desire to work out a service hot line for consulting.

In general terms, Sara Lee considers that ICTs are positive because they are going

to increase production in companies.
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D. GRUPO CORTEFIEL

Guillermo Olivié, Internet Director

Avda. del Llano Castellano, 51

28034 Madrid

Tlf.: 913873584

Fax: 913873809

www.grupocortefiel.com

D.1 General Information

Grupo Cortefiel is a well established company that has grown in the market,

changing according to different social needs, since the small shop Hijos de Felipe

García Quirós opened in Madrid at the end of the 19th Century. Since then, the

company has been a pioneer in the development of mass production for the

manufacturing of suits and it has given more importance to trade itself in opposition

to production, it has diversified its offerings in commercial chains with specific

products for different fields within the same market, and has created fashion

concepts which are accepted world wide.

The basis of this trade model is found in a well established structure of the value

chain, where centralised and shared services enable formats and business ideas

to develop all their capacities oriented to the customer and their needs, and, at the

same time, taking advantage of synergies and experiences belonging to the

common knowledge of the company.

The consistency of this model has made it possible to increase the pace of the

company’s development, every five years this development has doubled. Evidence

of this is that sales have increased in shops, one of the strongest and most

consistent in the market at an international level. In 1999 this rate reached 7.6%

with a growth in the net profit of 40.2%. In the year 2000 sales in Spain ran into

480,000 million Euros and income for exportation amounted to 120,000 Euros.
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The company has increased its presence in many countries. Nowadays, Grupo

Cortefiel has shops in 13 countries and factories in 3. Springfield, the pioneer and

most aggressive chain as far as international expansion is concerned, began its

trade in Austria, Chile, and Hungary. In this last country, they bought a factory

which gives them advantages in competition over the rest of the chains in the

group.

In 1999 all trademark sales numbers grew, their presence was larger and they

continued offering better articles to their customers. The investment was 8,956

million pesetas, which were basically invested in opening new shops and in

renewing the Cortefiel format.

This innovation has been seen not only in the incorporation to new ways of offering

their products more quickly, but also in better prices and higher quality. The

innovation has also been applied to a renewal of the Cortefiel shops. In 1999, 14

shops were totally redecorated and the design of some of them garnered important

prizes.

The Grupo Cortefiel consists of a group of companies, mainly from the textile

market, which offer their products to different groups of consumers: Springfield,

Cortefiel, Women’s Secret, Douglas, Don Algodón, Milano and Viaplus.

In 1991 the group started listing on the stock exchange and since then its shares

have increased their value and now is one of the rising values on the Spanish

exchange textile market.

D.2 ICT Technological Profile: E-Business/ E-Commerce

All trade marks belonging to Grupo Cortefiel are managed by a common structure

consisting of five large departments: operations, marketing, finances, international,
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and industrial. Furthermore, each trademark has a managing director and different

departments, depending on its needs.

This is the structure applied to the virtual world. By means of this, the chains can

keep their values and their identity. At this time there is a web site for Grupo

Cortefiel and another one for each trademark.

The aim is to develop a common strategic field in which each chain can adapt itself

depending on their characteristics and their needs. For Grupo Cortefiel, the

Internet is a new channel for information and sales, which is complemented with

those that already exist and has two purposes: increased customer loyalty by

offering them better service and, on the other hand, attraction of a new market

consisting of young people aware new technologies.

� B2C

Since last year it has been possible to buy online the products offered by one of

the group members: Women’s Secret. The company has decided to enter the e-

commerce with this trademark because it offers basic products: underwear,

cosmetics, stockings...  which are easier to be sold online, “it is not the same to sell

basic products as suits.

In this case, they have decided that sales are to be based on feelings, i.e. different

concepts are defined which are related to the moods of the consumer: provocation,

calm, innocence… It is a very innovative system which is working very well and

which is surrounded by strong security measures so that confidential information

can be guaranteed.

Up to now, no discounts or special prices are offered to broaden on-line sales and,

in relation to delivery, for rush orders there is a fixed price; whereas for normal

orders price can vary.
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On the rest of the web sites, although it is not possible to buy, other services are

offered apart from information, So, e.g. on the Cortefiel web site one can get

information from a magazine called “Estilo de Vida” about spare time, hobbies,

personal care... It is also possible that the partners of “Club Cortefiel” (now more

than two million people) can arrange a meeting with their designer or they can

even create their own catalogue of products. According to Guillermo Olivié  “it

deals with marketing online. We want clients to remain loyal and we are working to

give our partners the possibility to access listings of all their purchases, we have

also created a service for online attention to customers”.

One of the objectives of the group is that all its trademarks should be ready to sell

online in five years. This goal will have some difficulties, e.g. Springfield, being an

international trademark it must be ready to sell not only on-line in Spain, but also

abroad.

For Grupo Cortefiel, the Internet is a complementary selling channel and they have

remarked, “we know the public because they are our customers and technologies

enable us to use a new way to attract them. Our usual customers make four

purchases in a year of about 40,000 pesetas and we don’t want them to stop

buying in the shop. The Internet is oriented to new generations in search of

different and new values: comfort, service...”.

In relation to the failure of different platforms which offered fashionable articles on-

line, Guillermo Olivié says that ”there are a lot of groups that offered fashion on-line

and failed. The problem was not selling on-line, but the kind of business involved.

They were not profitable and that is why they failed. We are working in a slow and

relaxed way, and we already have some trademarks which have a reputation and

are well established”.

� B2B

They are making the outline for a B2B project.
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- Distribution Channel

The connection between the shops is through frame relay and the Grupo Cortefiel

is working to set up the Internet. For three years they have had a system which

enables the shop, at the end of the day, to do the closing of sales, to control the

stocks... and to send all the information in. By doing this, the company knows

immediately what has been sold, which shop has the highest number of sales, and

when the sales were done...

- Production Process

In the year 2001 the idea is to build an Extranet which would allow suppliers to

have restricted access to some information: receipts... In case the supplier has any

questions, he can enter the program, access it and see all his transactions.

Grupo Cortefiel takes part in the different stages of the textile chain, i.e. they

design, produce, deliver, and sell. Only 10% of their sales are products which are

not directly produced by them (associate stores). This system enables their

factories to be more competitive and specialised. At present, they have factories in

Málaga, Morocco, and Hungary.

They use the Internet and videoconferencing, both in their own companies and with

the franchises, to send picture samples of their designs so that it is possible to

control the production process and to establish quality controls.

With the Internet, it is possible to have a better control over the process of

importation, at any time they have precise information about where goods are.

- Process of Purchase (e-procurement)

Some of the purchases of the company are made on-line: furnishings, office

articles... and they check that their suppliers are also ready to work on-line in the

future. But, in respect to commercial strategy, all purchases of material for their
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own products are not made online because they do not think this works in the

fashion field.

- Process of Internal Organisation

At the internal level there is a common technological platform. All systems which

are necessary for further integration can be found on this platform. This system is

based on AS400. This makes it possible for offices and shops to work through a

single, virtual network.

D.3 Barriers/ Incentives

Grupo Cortefiel thinks that the Internet and the new technologies are going to gain

larger importance and relevance in the future. Following some studies, the

company has observed that there are some forecasts for the future as far as the

new technologies are concerned, e.g. in the year 2005, 58% of the sales of books

and music in Europe will be made on-line. In fashion, this percentage will be 7% (in

absolute terms, this means 3 times the sales in literature and music). The

company’s belief is that in 5 to 6 years about 5% of their sales will be made on-line.

Guillermo Olivié adds that because of cultural differences in technological

development... there will be countries in which on-line sales will be more

successful than in others. In Germany and Belgium they expect a high number of

sales; whereas in Spain, Portugal, and France these expectations are not so

positive. “It is a matter of buying habits, though I think differences between

Europeans will be smaller and smaller .”
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4. CONCLUSION

At present, lifestyle changes are prevalent all around the world and, as a

consequence, the models of business management are changing. The fast

development of technologies and communications makes it possible that, in few

seconds, millions of people, in different countries, can receive the same

information and know the latest news of, e.g. fashion.

Furthermore, it is very important to understand that in a global economy, like the

one existing at present, it is always faster and more feasible for companies to have

suppliers all over the world.

In the last IMB, one of the most important textile machinery fairs in the world, many

powerful and modern platforms were present with the purpose of putting suppliers

in contact, for arranging volumes of production, and for allowing the possibility of

making purchases and e-commerce online. And everything operating from the

same spot.

Elgar Straub, manager of VDMA, sponsoring company of the IMB, together with

the Köln Messe, stated that the combination of modern technology and traditional

mechanisms in the textile industry and in the manufacture of clothes has

undergone tremendous growth. The big challenges, derived from this fact, can be

overcome only through a deep co-operation between builders of machinery and

their customers in any part of the world.

With the application of information and communication technologies in the textile

field, new ideas, new kinds of business, and new companies of a different nature

have appeared, and will go on appearing in the future, with global influence, mainly

in the medium and long terms.
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E-commerce is not just a technology. It is a new market as well as a new strategy,

that has begun to modify commercial operations and economies as a whole

(relationships between small and medium companies, relationships between

consumers and companies, relationships between companies and public

institutions, etc.) There is also a new dimension added to the traditional commerce,

the information addressed to the possible customer can be offered in the pre-sale

period, during the sale itself, and after the sale is made. Moreover, there are new

and, until recently, unknown possibilities of business for small and medium-sized

companies since space-time barriers have been broken; what was once impossible

for many companies, is today’s opportunity.

Another effect is that consumer plays a more significant role; they have more and

better systematised information, thanks to the development of more powerful tools.

E-commerce allows the final consumer to gain power as a consequence of the

perfect application of the criteria of ideal competition. All this modifies the

traditional consumer-company relationship and causes an important transfer of

economic power to the consumer/citizen and, in the medium term, also political

and cultural power.

A) Future Electronic Commerce Strategies in the Textile Sector

Electronic Commerce Strategies

The textile sector is gradually adopting some strategies oriented to:

- Quality control: all stages of production face the challenge of remote control

and transmission of designs (modelling, sample, and image).

- Increase in B2B relationships with suppliers.

- Electronic control of stocks (B2B relationships with shops).

- Creation of virtual areas of business (B2B markets), where companies can look

for and find new partners (impressions based on feel must be changed for

others based on image).

Evolution of Electronic Commerce Applications in Textile Sector
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These strategies end up with the production, on the side of large textile

manufacturers, of some projects that are based on e-procurement, online sales,

and planning the capacity of production.

E-procurement projects are the first step towards the creation of large Extranets,

which will end up connecting different participants of the same supplying chain.

Currently, the most successful e-business projects online are those dealing with

management between manufacturers and shops, mainly in the online control of

stocks and in the supply of detailed and updated information.

Projects concerning the capacity of production are all related to the sending of

orders and to the creation and interchange of information about stock

management, in warehouses and with suppliers/ subcontractors.

Other projects are also related to the study of the kinds of orders, fashion designs,

launching and acceptation of commercial proposals online, and to online quality

control.

The small and medium companies in the textile field have especially taken care

with the personal relationship and the direct contact with clients and suppliers. This

may continue. Nevertheless, small and medium companies must take advantage of

the fact that the Internet allows things to be more direct, especially when supplying

information or when contacting clients for the first time. One of the projects that

small and medium companies are very interested in is oriented to the preparation

of orders, as well as to the management of the amount of information between two

agents in a transaction, quality control, and the sale and purchase transactions (the

latter is still in an experimental stage due to matters of online security).

Finally, the Internet has enabled the emergence of new agents (online), who have

fully developed their business on the Internet. These agents elaborate a web shop
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and some applications, which are included in e-commerce. These applications

manage the orders, plan the different functions within the company and guarantee

correct deliveries of articles as well as after-sale service.

Source: EITO (Observatorio Europeo de la Tecnología y de la Información

Impact on Relationships within the Textile Sector

The impact of e-commerce on the structure of this sector can be summarised in the

following trends:

- Increase in competition because of the emergence of new agents that have

modern systems at their disposal, which can be obtained at a lower cost for

production and distribution.

Key Reasons for the Execution of E-commerce Projects in 
the Textile Sector
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Improving transparency

Reducing IT management costs
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- New contacting opportunities, since relationships between intermediaries are

closer and it is easier for commercial partners to share information.

- Increasing importance in the role of retailers and suppliers. This is because

they have a larger number of offers.

- Reorganisation of the stages of the production in the countries with the lowest

salaries. Thanks to the Internet, the remote control is now easier and more

effective.

These trends enable the integration, as well as the improvement, of the supplying

chain, causing a reduction in the number of intermediaries taking part in the

process.

Other relevant trends are:

- E-commerce is going to fulfil the most specific needs of retailers, for example

personalisation of a label or a particular format of packing.

- The arrangement of orders, payments, and e-catalogues will enable the

processes to be shorter and relationships, inside the value chain, to be closer.

This should also result in the reduction of stock levels.

One of the most important impacts of e-commerce will take place in relation to

retailers and distributors, especially in the following fields:

- Changes in the buying experience: online retailers.

- Development of the retail trade relationship: (marketing one to one).

- Rapid changes in product offers.

-  Improvement of stock management.

- Reduction of the number of intermediaries and the emergence of new ones.

In the coming years, it is thought that the leaders of e-business within the textile

sector are going to be the most important and best known trademarks, because

they can put into play the reputation of a well-known name, use their financial
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power to get new agents, and take advantage of their ability and power to

negotiate with factories.
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Critical Factors of Success

The highest costs in the textile industry are due to excess stocks and unsold

products.

The main advantages of e-commerce in this sector are the reduction of stocks and

of access to market time for new articles. Moreover, producers will have an

increase in the margins thanks to better efficiency, not only in the process of

conception and design of these new products, but also in the process of purchase.

The future competitive environment for companies belonging to the textile sector is

characterised by rising competition coming from the ending of the Multifibre

Agreement in the year 2005, and by the increasing strength of countries that are

competitors of the European Union.

In order to face competitors, companies have to increase their productivity

through new technologies and new working methods. However, these innovations

mean very large investments.

Concentration and co-operation will allow the monetary and technological

capacity of the European textile sector to remain competitive, and for this reason,

European, national, and local governments as well as the companies of the sector

must grant an absolute priority to this plan.

B) Expectations of B2B Evolution

In order to face the uncertainty existing in the environment of consumer-oriented e-

commerce (B2C), e-commerce between companies (B2B) is already offering a

large number of opportunities. Marketplaces are becoming the new environments

of the daily relationship among companies.

The potential advantages of B2B models applied to the textile and the clothing

industry are enormous because they allow for the integration of the different stages

of the value chain.
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The clothing industry has some characteristics that make it a very good option for

the fast incorporation of B2B:

•  It is often very difficult to predict the behaviour of demand. That is the reason

channels of information are so important.

•  The significant break-up of the production process makes the existence of a

high level of transparency indispensable: there are a lot of companies that are

taking advantage from the lack of information about the market.

•  Generally speaking, the clothing industry has to undertake strenuous efforts

because it is a sector where the degree of improvisation is very high.

However, this industry also shows a set of characteristics that can delay the

process of incorporating B2B:

•  The quality and the characteristics of articles and elements are very difficult to

specify.

•  Generally speaking, factories are very small and the level of computerisation is

very low.

•  Interaction between the different links of the chain is very difficult. Furthermore,

information on design and quality of the product is subjective. As a

consequence, online communication will be very difficult because the

intermediaries have expert and precise knowledge about the topic, and a

computer cannot provide this knowledge.

The sale of services or goods between companies online is a great opportunity for

small and medium companies. Well managed, e-commerce grants savings in

money and time, up to five times more than through the traditional channels,

according to the conclusions by the Congreso Nacional de Centrales y Grupos de

Compra (National Congress of Purchase Groups and Dealing Centres).

Nevertheless, all collateral services of the sale process must be included: logistics,

insurance, charge systems, etc.
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At present, in Spain there is lack of information about these new technologies, as

well as about communication standards, and it is very expensive to make a B2B

work. Distrust of charge systems, the fear of imitation, and the cost of the

permanent information update are the main reasons for reticence with relation to

the Internet.

What is most important to understand is the interaction between traditional

commerce and electronic commerce because the Internet enables the acceleration

of the development of commerce and to multiply the commercial contacts between

clients, with lower costs, all over the world.

C) Expectations of B2C Evolution

Although selling clothes online faces some problems, many shops have recently

decided to get involved with these new ways of distribution.

In Spain, there are several textile companies that have decided to use the Internet

as a tool for purchases aimed at the final user. The Galician company Adolfo

Domínguez was one of the first companies to do so: On 1st April 2000 they opened

their virtual shop in Spain and Portugal; Promod has been on-line since March

1999; Mango has had a B2C system since September 2000; Grupo Cortefiel

opened its on-line shop last Christmas, and on 14th June 2000, Bobolishop

opened, the first shop for children belonging to a 100% Spanish company with 20

years of experience in the market.

Most textile companies which offer their articles online consider the Internet as a

complementary channel for sales that allows them to offer better service to their

customers and the possibility to enter new markets and to reach new groups of

consumers.

In regards to e-commerce aimed at the final user, some problems arise:

•  The distrust of the user to give personal information and bank data.
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•  Textile article are items that cannot be easily sold remotely (a lot of clients need

to “feel the article”). In relation to this idea, attention must be drawn to the

context of the country. For example, there are countries where the sale of

textile goods through catalogue plays a very important role and where it has

been observed that B2C is not going to have many problems to develop.

Nevertheless, countries like Spain have a very low rate of catalogue sales and

purchases are made through more traditional channels.

•  The low level of penetration of the Internet in Spanish homes (most Internet

users connect to the network from their workplace).

On the other hand, the elements that enable the development of B2C are

technological innovation, changes in purchasing habits and in consumers’

lifestyles.

Comfort is the first reason why 42.5% of the people who buy online use the

Internet. 18.6% consider the price of the articles to be the best reason; whereas,

for 13% speed is the most positive motive. Only 8.4% think about the possibility of

comparing different offers.

Regarding payment, credit cards are the most used payment system (70.3%) by

people who purchase online (either from Spanish or foreign companies). Cash on

delivery is another and wide-spread system at 37.6%. Bank account receipt is

another way, 23.6% choose this option.
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ACTIVITY TRADITIONAL SYSTEM BUSINESS MODELS (E-BUSINESS)

PURCHASES

Request for offers Fax / Telephone Extranet (SCM) / EDI / Marketplace B2B

Reception of offers Fax / Mail / Telephone Extranet (SCM) / Marketplace B2B

Settlement of order Fax / Telephone Extranet (SCM) / EDI / Marketplace B2B

Order follow-up Fax / Telephone Extranet / Marketplace B2B

Reception of goods Paper  (Letters Patent) Extranet (SCM) / EDI

SALES

Sending of offers Fax / Telephone / Vendor Extranet (CRM) / Marketplace B2B / Web

Follow-up of offers Telephone Marketplace B2B / Extranet (CRM)

Reception of orders Fax / Telephone Extranet (CRM) / EDI

Shipment of goods (factory) Paper (Order of Production) ERP

Product follow-up Paper Extranet / Marketplace B2B

PROCESS OF MANUFACTURE

Subcontracting Telephone / Travels Extranet SCM / Videoconference

Own factory Paper ERP

D) Table of Business Models
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PROCESS OF LOGISTICS /

DISTRIBUTION

Warehouse Control Paper ERP

Deliveries Paper ERP

PROCESS OF MANAGEMENT

Administrative Management
Adequate Software without Integration Possibilities/

Paper
ERP / WF

Financial Management Software without Integration Possibilities/  Paper ERP / Extranet

Management of Personnel Software without Integration Possibilities / Paper ERP / WF

Management of Quality Systems Paper WF

ACTIVITIES WITH CLIENTS

Company Clients Fax / Telephone
Extranet / Marketplace B2B (catalogues/ auctions / aggregate

purchases / e-procurement / forum)

Big Shopping Centres Fax / Telephone Extranet / EDI

Final Consumer Fax / Telephone Web / Virtual Shop / Marketplace B2C (catalogues / auctions)

Retailers/ Multi-brand Shops Fax / Telephone Extranet / Marketplace B2B (catalogues / auctions / forum)

Network of Representatives Fax / Telephone Extranet

Associate Shops/ Own Shops Fax / Telephone Extranet
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E) Future Market Scenarios

As we have observed throughout this study is the importance and the presence

information and communication technologies are having as they play an

increasingly significant role in our society in general, and in the textile sector in

particular.

An example thereto is the fact that there are

already some tools, e.g. the Virtual Catwalk,

described above, which are exclusive to this

sector, or the fact that hearing about such an

item as virtual clothes catalogue is no longer

considered strange inside the textile world.

The different business models explained in the study are increasingly present in

the strategies of companies for the future.

The trend of the sector in relation to the Internet

and the world of ICTs, observed by Fundació

CETEMMSA when putting together the CELTTA

project, consisted of gradually getting introduced

into this world, that is to say, beginning with the

use of common tools (e.g. vertical marketplaces)

to learn how to function in this new environment,

and, from that point on, evolving in such a way

that new exclusive systems for the company can
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be gradually incorporated (Extranets with

suppliers, virtual shops for customers, etc.).

This trend is very clear in most small and medium companies; whereas “large or

proactive” companies sometimes seem to vary from it, preferring to enter

directly through tools that were exclusively created for them, as observed, for

example in the experiences of Sara Lee and Mango.

Another very clear trend is the one related to what the sector “expects”

concerning the use of these Information and Communication Technologies in its

daily activity. Basically, what one wants to obtain from this use is an increase in

the speed of the production process and in the management of goods.

Plainly speaking, the time needed for the fulfilment of market demands must be

reduced so that customers receive better service and in order for them to adapt

easier and faster. For this purpose, two premises must be fulfilled:

•  Reducing the time of information transmission between the different

production processes (between staple fibres and weaving, between weaving

and cutting, etc.) and between the different management processes.

•  Reducing the number of intermediaries due to the increase of new

technologies (the disappearance in the medium term of the role of the

printer because of the use of digital printers on the weave, reduction in the

number of international intermediaries, etc.).

A third trend is the belief, more or less firmly settled, that, thanks to the

incorporation of these kinds of technologies companies are going to be able to

reduce costs, both direct and indirect ones.

Another aspect which has been explained throughout the study is that, when

comparing B2B and B2C, the significance of transactions between companies

will be higher (because of their versatility and possibilities) than those between
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companies and the final consumer because, among other reasons, a lot of

companies are not and will not be ready to sell directly to such a final user.

Finally, aspects like expansion of markets and suppliers are also clear

strategies  which the Internet will provide to all companies that use ICTs in their

activities.

These five key trends having been explained--acceleration of the process,

incorporation into new markets, reduction of costs, higher relevance of B2B,

and the gradual evolution on the part of the small and medium companies, from

non exclusive tools to exclusive ones--and as a final conclusion to this study,

we would like to demonstrate a sample of a future market scenario as a

consequence of the fusion of the ICTs with the sector’s traditional value chain.
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Possible Future Scenario of the Textile Sector Value Chain
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As it can be deduced, the presence of ICTs in the textile sector entails that different

parts of the value chain will be involved simultaneously in the process. Such a

presence can be observed in different ways:

•  Between the thread manufacturer and the weaving company there

will be a platform of thread offers by means of a marketplace, by

adding orders or aggregate purchases. By doing this, the thread company will

have more possibilities of getting larger orders from new customers and the

weaving companies will have the opportunity to get better offers for such an

important raw material.

•  Between the garment factory and its regular supplying companies

there could be included a SCM (Supply Chain Management), that is, as

it has been previously mentioned, a telematic tool which allows the retrieval of

information about orders, its reception, or any other kind of information

frequently exchanged between the two parties circulating through the Internet.

Acquiring this kind of tool would imply more “human” than technical costs

because it is necessary to reach an agreement between both parties, the

emitter and the receiver, as well as to adjust the ways in which both companies

work.

On the other hand, the suppression of dead time in administrative proceedings, the
“almost total” disappearance of paper, and the abolition of human mistakes when
reintroducing data in the computerised systems of the company, would constitute the
most attractive aspect for adopting this SCM system.

•  It is clear that, if there is communication between the manufacturer

and the supplier, there must be also a relationship between

manufacturer and customer. This last example can be observed when talking

about multi-brand distribution agents, where shops buy the articles from the

manufacturer. In this case, CRM systems could be applied. Its task would be
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permitting the placement of orders to the manufacturer, requests for stock

availability from the manufacturer made by the whole range of clients, requests

for the sales figures of a particular item made by the manufacturer, the

possibility of communicating offers about certain articles, etc. Such a system

enables all supplies to be faster, allows a manufacturing plan based on item

acceptance, etc.

•  Another kind of business that is going to be successful in the future

is Marketplace Auctions. These kinds of Marketplaces may emerge

between manufacturers and their suppliers. An example of this could be the

following: when manufacturer X holds an auction for the acquisition, during an

established time period, of let us say 30,000 buttons at a particular price and

within a closed period of time.

Thanks to the introduction of this scenario the clothing industry could resolve

the  problem of unforeseen work; whereas the supply company could get rid of

a large number of items that they have in stock.
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